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(Kulletin of Maine Agricultural Department.)
One of the most important questions
to be considered <>n the farm, and which
perhaps more directly affects the welfare
and happiness of the farmer and his
family than any other, is the construction and arrangement of his buildings.
In the rural communities where social
attractions and opportunities for recreation are comparatively few, the home
stands for much iu the life of the family.
It is said that more people are driven
from the farm by its isolation, loneliuess ami lack of tasteful surroundings
than from any other cause. The tele-
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are over-

coming the isolation, in some measure,
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and it devolves upon the farmer to do all
Ml my best work warranted.
in his power to make the home and its
surroundings pleasant and attractive.
U. P. JONES,
In the construction aud arrangement
of farm buddings three essential points
Dentist,
should be carefully considered,—healthfuluess, couveuience and attractiveuess.
MAINE.
NORWAY,
The house should be located in as
Office Hour»—9 to 12—1 to 4.
pleasant a spot as possible and not too
far from the public highway. It should
r. SMITH,
be on high ground, with good drainage,
the house being higher than the barn so
Attorney at Law,
that the drainage may be from house to
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barn and uot the reverse. Other things
a
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equal, a southern or southeastern
aspect is the most desirable. Plenty of
PARK.
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sunshine ami pure air must be provided
for. The importance of thorough ventiAttorneys at Law,
lation and sunlight to health is not alMAINE.
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ways fully realized. The water supply
Ellor C- Park.
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must be carefully looked after, for this
is a source from which disease is often
S. HARLOW,
contracted. Where it is possible to
obtain water from a spring situated at a
reasonable distance from the house, by
Attorney at Law,
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running pipes to the buildings, this is
bv far the best way of procuring the
water supply, both for the house ami
RKiHT A WHEELER,
bam, as it "ensures pure water ami a
saving of time and labor. If a
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, great
well is to be need, it should be located
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where it will not receive the drainage
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from the buildings, and care should be
exercised that sanitary conditions prevail about the entire premises.
Buildings well painted, with neat surroundings, yards kept clean and free
from
rubbish, and farm implements
in
when not in use carefully stored, make
no
a more attractive home than where
care is
given to these details, aud exThere
pense is also saved in this way.
is no excuse for not having a neat lawn.
It requires but little time. It is as easy
of the ground
to leave the surface
smooth after «railing about the buildALSO
ings as to leave it rough and uneven.
Then bv making a liberal application of
Cement sidewalks made in iS ?*nd well rotted stable manure, seeding thick24 inch squares for $1.25 per square ly and keeping the grass well clipped
Cement steps made to order. during the summer, a smooth, greeu
lawn will be secured.
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house there is a wide Held for the disHOLLISTER 3
play of Individual taste and fancy. The
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should not be overcrowded. To our
minds there is nothing much more atthan a smooth lawn, with perHomo Laundry, tractive
a few native dowering shrubs or
haps
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perennials on the borders; but the old
fashioned dower garden is never out of
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ings economy of time ami labor should
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kept constantly in mind. In these
is
days it is esi>ecially true that "time be
money." All the outbuildings can
will
couut.
so arranged that every step
In a convenient barn, well planned, one
be
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do more chores and in less time
than two men in an ordinary stable put
up without thought or preparation.
the doors should be
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kept as dry as possible. Dairy cows
especially, should be warm, dry aud

give
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practicable

level, and everything

that the work can be done in the shortest
possible time. When a silo is to be
built in the barn one of the center bins
should be taken for this purpose, and
then the ensilage will be easily accessible
for feeding the cows.
The quarters for all animals should be
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comfortable in order to do their best.

The best H >w of milk is received when
tho cow is in a comfortable and happy
condition. Sunlight in the tie-up is
essential for the best results. In all
farm buildings there should be windows
enough to admit the sun from early
morning until late in the afternoon.
Sunlight costs but little aud is worth
everything. It is the most perfect g» rm
destroyer known to man and the cheapest source of heat.
Mauy farmers iu
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be very high,
suuuy side. It need not
not more than six or seveu feet, as this
much
so
will save warming
space.
Double windows will prevent frost
from the
moisture
the
arising
caused by
bodies of the animals, when the temwarrant a
perature is low enough to
frost. The tie-up should be so arranged
MAINE.
that each cow may be fed in a separate
stall, otherwise some will masticate their
food so much faster than others that
they will eat not only their owu portion but some which belongs to the cow
above or below them.
It should also be kept clean aud free
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secured, even at the expense of some
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the sentl·

ment in the west that every one seemed
to feel contented with his locality and
was using all effort to make everyone
Ll
has been, more perhaps than
now when we were all look.ng for some
other business or locality better'
ours
Nobody can prosper or be conso.
Plans will be poorly made
and work ill done.
I
But 1 am still more at odds with the I
hare
seeks
a
contentment which only
living This is a country and time of
opportunities. These are just as
plenty on the farm as anywhere but they
•ire only found by use of brain as well as I
muscle The kinds of crops anil their I
unality too must bo what the market deI
mauds and will pay for. Great
Copyright by tuilier'· Wttklj.
attends special crops. If we follow the I
Mr. Uolmcti, u<luit do you make
ways of those before us many times we "IFell,
of these f"
w ill fail, for we find ourselves In very

I

ThTtlme

tb*B|

sented

I?reat

different circumstances.
Energy must also be displayed In
This means
economy of management
that the best tools must bo used, the
best adapted fertilizers
telligent help employed. It costs to ao
this but if the farmers w-ill succeed the>
must raise larger crops, better crops an
find the best markets.
I
One other thing should not be lost
We have a chance to nuko the
siL'lit of
best homes in New England and we
reillv in fault if we do not do it. If »»> I
however, seek to make them pleasant,
comfortable and beautiful we shall have
the greatest incentive to make the farm
productive and profitable and the ooontrv home aud farm if successful bring
happiness such as no city person enjoys.
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Musk in the Home.

ir seems to me there cannot be too
much said about music in the home.
Teach the "wee tots" to sing, get them
mouth harps and tifes and get them
interested in music as soon as they
talk, or before, if you can. When a
child reaches the age of tenor twelve
vea« he should take lessons on some
either organ piano tfuiUr
violin or cornet, or whatever the child
..refers. I do not meau that children
.should be taught to sing and play and
not work but they can be taught both
No
to eing or play and to work, too.
parents should neglect teaching their
children to work, for they should earn
their bread and butter. Neither should
they bring them up in such a way tba
thev can do nothing but work. L
them know what a pleasure it is to hear
them sing or play. Show them that you
are interested in their accomplishments
There is nothing
as well ae their work.
that tends toward keeping the boys at
home like music, and there is nothing
that leaves a more lasting impression on
the minds of young men and women
than the old hymns they learned at

^an

instrument,

home. I have seen these things and
do
know by experience what music
in a family If properly taught and pracWe shall never forget the pleasticed
ant hours by the fireside, spent In playsinging, in correcting each
others' errors and helping each other,
etc.—Lucy B. Minna in Tribut Farmer.
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The Kind of Cows to Keep.
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"How absurdly simple!" I cried.
'•Quite so." said he, a little nettled.
"Every problem becomes very childish
wh"n once it ir explained to you. Here
is i.n unexplained one. See what you
cr.n i::::!:e ci th.it. friend Watson." He
! a hoot of paper upon the/table
.h I r::-neù once more to his chemical

ltiaiy is.

1 Kukcd wuli ai'ia-.t : iciit ::t the ab·
jurd l:'cr.>.'. p.';!. s >.] ..a ti.^· ι :;,ier.
"Why. ilmucs, it is a child's drawing!" I cried.
"Oil. that's your i lea!"
"What elite should it be?"
"That is what Mr. Hilton Cnbitt of
Thorpe Manor, Norfolk, is very

Killing

anxious to know. This little conundrum came by the ttrst post, and he
to follow by the next train.
was
There's a ring at the bell, Watson. I
should not be very much surprised if
this were he."

Λ heavy step was heard upon the
stairs, and an iustant later there entered a tail, ruddy, clean shaven gentleman whose clear eyes and florid
cheeks told of a life led far from the
fogs of Baker street. He seemed to
bring a whiff of his stroug, fresh, braceniug east coast air with him as he
tered. Having shakeu hands with each
of us, he was about to sit down when
bis eye rested ui»on the pa|>er with the
curious markings which 1 had Just examined and left upon the table.
"Well, Mr. Holmes, what do you
make of these?" he cried. "They told

that you were fond of queer myscan tind
I sent the
a queerer one than that.
have
on ahead, so that you might
me

teries, and I don't think you

paper

time to study it before I came."
"It is certainly rather a curious production," said Hoimes. "At first sight
it would appear to be some childish
abprank. It consists of a number of
surd little figures dancing across the
are drawn. Why
paper upon which they
should you attribute any importance to

grotesque au object?"
"I never should, Mr. Holmes, but my
produces. If wife does. It is frightening her to
death. She says nothing, but I can see
terror in her eyes. That's why I want
"P
to sift the matter to the bottom."
to select sires
Holmes held up the paper bo that the
straln.-Pr9f. sunlight shone full upon it It was a
cage torn from a notebook. The mark-

£ί
£?*· ΓηίίΆΐ·
to k»p. I"
able
J
herd it is quite necessary '"lld'|°J.
oow

to steady the cue; third,
you never play billiards except with
Thurston; fourth, you told me four
weeks ago that Tliurstou had au option on soi no South African property
which would expire in u month and
which he desired you to share with
him; fifth, your check book is locked iu
my drawer, and you have not asked
for the key; si.:th, you do not propose
t-» invest your money lu this oiau-

play billiards

so
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mgs were done in
this way:

pencil

and ran in

Holmes examined it for some time,
and then, folding It carefully up, he
placed it in his pocketbook.
"This promises to be α most Interesting and unusual case," said be. "You
letgave me a few particulars in your
ter, Mr. Hilton Cubitt, but I should
be very miuh obliged if you would
kiudly go over It all again for the benefit of my friend, Dr. Watson."
"I'm uot much of a story teller," said
our visitor, nervously clasping and unbis great, strong bauds. "You
da.

ready seen."

ping

will just ask me anything that I don't
make clear. I'll begin at the time of
to
my marriage last year, but I want
sav first of all that, though I'm not a
rk-li man, my people have been at RidiiiK Thorpe for a mutter of live centuries. anil there is no better known family in the county of Norfolk. Last year
1 came up to London for the Jubilee,
and I stopped at a boarding house in
llussell square, because Parker, the
vicar of our parish, was staying in it.

"There was an American young lady
there—ratrick was the name—Elsie
Patrick. In some way we became
friends, until before my month was up

I was as much in love as man could
be. We were quietly married at a registry office, and we returned to Norfolk a wedded couple. You'll think it
of
very mad, Mr. Holmes, that a man
a guod old family should marry a wife
In this fashion, knowing nothing of her
past or of her people, but if you saw
her and knew her it would help you to

understand.

"She was very straight about it, was
Elsie. I can't say that she did not give
me every chance of getting out of it if
I wished to do so. Ί have had some
in my
very disagreeable associations
life,' said she, Ί wish to forget all
about them. I would rather never al-

lude to the past, for it is voor painful
to me. If you take me, Hilton, you will
take a woman who has nothing that
she need be personally ashamed of. but
you will have to be content with my
word for it and to allow me to be silent
as to all that passed up to the time
when I became yours. If these conditions are too hard, then go back to Norfolk and leave me to the lonely life in
which you fouud me.' It was only the
day before our wedding that she said
those very words to me. I told her that
content to take her on her own
I
terms, and I have been as good as my
word.
"Well, we have been married now for
a year, and very happy we have been.
But about a month ago, at the end of
June, I saw for the first time signs of
trouble. One day my wife received a
letter from America. I saw the Amerwas

ican stamp. She turned deadly white,
read the letter and threw it into the
Are. She made no allusion to it afterward, and I made none, for a promise
is a promise, but she bus never known
an easy hour from that moment. There
is always a look of fear upon her face
—a look as if she were waiting and expecting. She would do better to trust
me. She would find that I was her best
friend. But until she speaks I can say
nothing. Mind you, she is a truthful
woman,, Mr. Holmes, and whatever
trouble there may have been in her
past life it has been no fault of hers.
I am only a simple Norfolk squire, but
there is uot a man in England who

ranks his family honor more highly
than I do. She knows it well, and she
knew it well before she married me.
She would never bring any stain upon
ft; of that I am sure.
"Well, now I couic to the queer part
About a week ago—It
of uiy story.
was the Tuesday of last week—I found
ou one of the window sills a number of
nbaurd little dancing figures like these
ui>ou the paper. They were scrawled
with chalk. I thought that It was the
stable boy who had drawn them, but
the lad swore he knew nothing about
It. Anyhow, tliey had come there during the night. I had them washed out,
and I only mentioned the matter to my

wife afterward. To my surffHse she
took it very seriously and begged me If
auy mow «:ame to let her see theui.
Nun» did :.«me for a week, aud then
yesterday morning I fouud this paper
lying on the sundial in the garden. I
allowed it to Elsie, and down she dropped in a dead faint. Since then she has
looked like a woman in a dream, half

dazed aud with terror always lurking
in her eyes. It was then that 1 wrote
and sent the paper to you, Mr. Holmes.
It was uot a thing that I could take to
the police, for they would have laughed
at me, but you will tell me what to do.
I am uot η rich man, but If there lu any
danger threatening my little woman I
would spend my last copper to shield

her."
He was a fine creature, tills man of
the old English soil—simple, straight
and gentle, with his great, earnest blue
love
eyes and broad, comely face. Ilia
for his wife and his trust In her shone
in bis features. Holmes bad listened
to bis story with the utmost attention,
and now he eat for some time lu silent

thought

"Don't you think, Mr. Cubitt," said
he at last, "that your best plan would
be to make a direct appeal to your
wife and to ask her to share her secret

with you?"
Hilton Cubitt shook his massive head.
"▲ promise la a promise, Mr. Holmes.
If Elsie wished to tell me she would.
If not, it is not for me to force her confidence. But. I am justified In taking
my own line—and I will."
"Then I will help you with all my

I

was

going out when he called

new

"Tell me," said Holmes—and I could
by his eyes that he was much excited—"was this a mere addition to the
first, or did it appear to be entirely

separate?"

"It was on a different panel of the
door."
"Excellent! This is far the most imfills
portant of all for our purpose. It
Now, Mr. Hilton Cume with hopes.
continue your most interestbitt,

please
ing statement."
••I have nothing more to say, Mr.
Holmes, except that I was angry with
held me
my wife that night for having
back when I might have caught the
skulking rascal. She said that she
feared that I might come to harm. For

iustaut it had crossed my mind that
perhaps what she really feared was
that he might come to harm, for I could
not doubt that she knew who this man
was and what he meant by these
in
strange signals. But there is a tone
and a
my wife's voice, Mr. Holmes,
look in her eyes which forbid doubt,
and I am sure that it was indeed my
own safety that was In her mind.
There's the whole case, and now I
want your advice as to what I ought
an

me

"Because I had α wire front Hilton
Cubitt this morning. You remember
Hilton Cubitt of the dancing men? He
was to reach Liverpool street at 1:20.
He may be here at any moment. I
gather from his wire that there have
been some new Incidents of Impor-

to do. My own inclination is to put
half a dozen of my farm lads in the
shrubbery and whon thie fellow comes
again to give him such a hiding that
he will leave us In peace for the fu-

tance."
We had not loug to wait, for our Norfolk squire came straight from t!:e station as fast a'4 a hansom could bring
him. He was looking worried and depressed, with tired eyes and a lined
forehead.
"It's getting on my nerves, this business. Mr. Holmes." said he a:s ho sank,
like a wearied man, Into «η armchair.
"It's bad enough to feel that you are
surrounded by unseen, unknown folk,
who have some kind of design upon
you, but when. In addition to that, you
know that It Is Just killing your wife
by inchPs, then it Incomes as much as
flesh aud blood can endure.
She's
wearing away under it—just wearing
away before my eyes."
"Has she said anything yet?"
"No. .Mr. Holmes, she has not. And
yet there have been times when the
poor girl has wanted to speak and yet
could not quite bring herself to take
the plunge. I have tried to help her, but
I dare say I did it clumsily and scared
her from It. She has spoken about my
old family and our reputation In the
county and our pride in our unsullied
honor, and I always felt It was leading to the point, but somehow it turned
off before we got there."
"But you have found out something

ture."
"I fear it Is too deep a case for such
simple remedies," said Holmes. "How
long can you stay in London V
"I must go back today. I would not
leave my wife alone at night for anything. She is very nervous and begged

back."
"I dare say you are right. But if you
could have stopped I might possibly
have been able to return with you in a
day or two. Meanwhile you will leave
is
me those papers, and I think that It
to pay
able
be
shall
I
that
likely
very
some
you a visit shortly and to throw
light upon your case."
Sherlock Holmes preserved his cniin
professional manner until our visitor
had left us, although It was easy for
see that
me, who knew him so well, to
lie was profoundly excited. The moment that Illlton Cubitt's broad back
had disappeared through the door my
comrade rushed to the table, laid out
all the slips of paper containing dancing men in front of him and threw himself into an intricate and elaborate calculation. For two hours I watched him
me to come

have a very pretty case to add to your
collection, Watson," said he. "I expect
that we shall bé able to go down to
Norfolk tomorrow and to take our
friend some very défini to news as to
the secret of his annoyance."
I confess that I was filled with curi-

"Excel"Excellent!" said Holmes.
Prny continue."
"When I had taken the copy I nibbed
out the marks, but two mornings later

osity, but I was aware that Holmes
liked to make his disclosures ut his own
time and In his own way, so I waited
until It should suit him to take me lute

lent!

I

his confidence.
But there was a delay In that an
Hwering telegram, and two duys ot
followed, during which

Impatience

[second

there came a letter from Hilton
All was quiet with him. save
that a long Inscription had appeared
that morning upon the pedestal of the
sundial. Ile Inclosed a copy of It, which

•,t'ubltt.

is here

The characters are, as you see, exactly
I
the same as the last one. After that
determined to lit? iu wait, so I got out
I11 my study,
my revolver, and 1 sat up
which overlooks the lawn aud garden.
in the morning I was seated
About
for
by the window, all being dark save
the moonlight outside, when I heard

reproduced:

xjtxmw-im

XJXXXXXîfXfX

liulines bent over tills grotesque
sudfrieze for some inimités and then
denly sprung to Ids feet, wltli an exclamation of surprise and dismay. His

me, and there was my
wife in lier dressing gown. She implored me to come to bed. I told her
it
frankly that I wished to see who
was who played such absurd tricks
It was
upon us. She answered that
some senseless practical joke aud that
I should not take any notice of it.
"'If it really annoys you, Hilton, we
might go and travel, you and 1, and
so avoid this nuisance.'
"•What, be driven out of our own
house by a practical joker.' said 1.
•Why. we should have the whole county laughing at us.'
"'Well, come to bed,' said she, 'and
we can discuss it in the morning.'·
"Suddenly, as she epoke, I saw her
white face grow whiter yet in the

steps behind

face was haggard with anxiety.
"We have let this aiïair go l'ai
enough," said he. "Is there u train to
North Walsham touight?''
1 turned up the time table. The last

had Just gone.
"Then we shall breakfast early and
take the very first In the morning,"
said Holmes. "Our presence Is most
urgently needed. Ah, here Is our excablegram. One moment, Mrs.

pected
Hudson; there may be an answer. No,
that is quite as I expected. This mes-

that
sage makes It even more essential
we should not lose an hour In letting
Hilton Cubitt know bow matters stand,
for It is u singular and a dangerous
web In which our simple Norfolk squire

moonlight, and her hand tightened upis entangled."
was movmy shoulder: Something
So Indeed It proved, and as 1 come to
I
ing Iu the shadow of the toolhouse.
the dark conclusion of a story which
saw α dark, creeping figure which
had seemed to me to be only childish
crawled round the comer and squatted
and bizarre I experience once again the
In front of the door. Seizing my pistol,
and horror with which I was
I wa.i rushing out when my wife threw dismay
that I bad some brighter
Would
tilled.
with
me
held
aud
me
round
her arms
communicate to my readers,
convulsive strength. 1 tried to throw ending to
but these are the chronicles of fact,
her off. but she clung to me most desand I must follow to their dark crisis
perately. At last I got clear, but by
on

had

opened

the strange chain of events which for
days made Hiding Thorpe Manor
a household word through the length
und breadth of Eugland."

the door and

some

was

He had left a trace of his preshowever, for there 011 the door
of
was the very same arrangement
dancing men which had already twice
appeared aud which I have copied ou
that paper. There was no other sign
of the fellow anywhere, though I ran
And yet the
all over the grounds.
amazing thing is that he must have
been there all the time, for when I exgone.
ence,

[το
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Welter.
me?" asked tho

"Did you wait on
(nan at the corner table.
"No, sir," said the tall waiter.
"Then who did>" grumbled the cor-

amined the door again in the morning Dor man.
he had scrawled some more of his pic"I don't know, sir," was the reply.
"You'd better ask the bead waiter."
The comer man did ask, but the chief
of the staff was uo wiser thau his assistant.
"What kind of looking man was he?"

Catarrh

b

be asked.

a

Any freeb face would cause cure· Be sure to take
place.
comment?"
"Iu the immediate neighborhood, yes.
But we have several small watering
Nasal tad otb«r local form· of catarrh
places not very far away. And the
ar·
quickly ralevad by Catarrieta,
farmers take in lodgers."
which allay inflammation and dtodoris·
have

"How should I know?" stormed the

hungry diuer. "I didn't come here to
I
make a study of waiters' faces.
came to get something to eat, und If
somebody doesn't hurry up"—
The head waiter stepped uslde too
soon to hear the rest of the complaint.

Hood'sSarsapariHa

>

up his ears at everj

ring of the bell. On the evening of the

constitutional disease
originating in impure blood
Iu the first place, bave you and requiring constitutional
heart.
heard of any etrangere being seen In treatment acting
through
1
your neighborhood?"
the blood for
land
purifying
"No."
"I presume that It Is a very quiet its radical and permanent

evkleutly
"These hieroglyphics
If It is a purely arbitrary
a meaning.
one It may be Impossible for us to
solve It. If, on the other hand, it Is
systematic, I bave no doubt that we
shall get to tbe bottom of it. But thla

pricked

Holmes

Holmes rubbed his hands and chuckled
with delight.
"Our material Is rapidly accumulating," said he.
"Three days later a message was left
scrawled upon paper and placed under
Here it is.
a pebble upon the sundial.

the house the creature

—

Large

i

"He Is like ninety-nine out of a hundred men that diue out," he remarked.
"None of them knows hia waiter.
There would be much less confusion
if people would be α little more observing. Any man can take a peep at

without loss of dignity.
j his waiter few
do, and as, a conseHowever,
al
SI·
Hood'· SaraapariDa,
queuce they hail every man that parses
Catarrlata, mal order only/30 et».
I
For testimonials of remarkable cur·· with the query, 'Are you the fellow
•and for oar Book on Catarrh, No. 4b I that waited on meV "-New York Post
C L Hood Co* Law··, Mask

'-·

d

Girl·—Bearskin

Small

Coats For Tiny Youngsters.

width braid of bright red 01
bin»· οι· the inside. A pretty checked
suit for κ tiny girl was a two piec«
eult. the plaited skirt being attached U
a little vraint. The sailor blouee with,
deep collar, waa trimmed with red and
black braid, with an emblem ernbrol
dfred In red and black on the shield
narrower

and sleeve. There were two row· ol
brass buttons down the front, and a
«oft hlark tie was tied In a sailor knoi
lieneath the collar.
Dressy little white and colored eerg«
gowns come ready made, with flnelj
lu< ked guimpe* ami undersleeves ot
u liite lawn or linen. A pretty model wai
made in one piece, with a bertlia trimming around a round uevk formed ot

By RENE DEVEREAU.
glim -se of "i'eacock alley." that
Interesting
promenade flu· material cut In
delightfully
squares, finished
through tlie foyer of the Waldorf-As- around the c«1k..s with a bias tnflfeta
toria, with Its animated groups of «ilk band. The slweves, which hung
fashlonabl« folk, convinces one that loose to tile elbow, were also edged
A

New York'* gay season, if uot hi full

swing, is unquestionably at hand. All
day and until a late hour in the evening there la a steady stream of well

dressed men, women and children from
all over the world, and the artistic deand importer fairly revels In

signer

ideas and suggestions which she
here for future ueefulness.

gath

""h a tn(Tela Hllk band ami laced
down tiie « enter of the upper j>ortlon
w ith ribbon matching the gown in col
or. W itli a dress or κ.» of this dew-rip·
lion -"ιnd Imif a dozen white tfiiiui|>es a
J'ouug K'lrl may I* appropriately and
freshly gowned each day for any occasion.
On any bright day in the early fall
winter one may nee in Central park
fashionably dressed little people
1 "h
,M' found in any other city
on the globe,
gome are from the world
Of iiillliouiiiredoin, whose nurses look
with suspicion upon any strauKer who

ers

or

1 Hiring the mornings there are par
ties'lu smart steamer coats and travel-

more

ing hats, fresh perhaps from a recently
landed French liner, or well known
New Yorkers In tailor frocks hack

from Newport or Bar Harlk»r. In the
evening there are frequently some halt

do/eu or more entertainments going on
in many different parts of the house,
so one catches a glimpse of the artis-

tic, tlit» ultra-fashionable. the freakish,
the hohemian and the newly rich element before the day is over.
Home of the smartest dinner and

recently seen there
glitter with tiny spangles,
h.'iid applied, on filmy net. I'nder the
many lights they sparkle with unusual
A very beautiful black
hriliianry.
spangled gown was worn by a well

evening

gowns

were

a

all

bred looking brunette of exquisite colThe skirt which was made over

oring.

may speak to their youug •bargee,
others Just as smartly If not so rlchlv
clothed are from humbler walks of h re,
iiiul hundreds of hap »y little lagaimif
«us enjoy the fresl, air :«u.i sunshine
Willi never a fear of being kidnaped.
Oil one ot the cool days last week an
independent little youngster and hi»
"ny s'""cr walk.il tiiruitgh femral
park as though they owue«l a part ot
Ïhe young nils* find on a naitv lit
t.

.t'mel

tie box coal of dark blue ehev:
ton, with a double row of bras but.ο .·ι
down the front. The deep rolled collât
and rutts were of blue crushed velvet,
matrlilng in color, and the belt, of the
material, was tipped on each side with
velvet and fastened in the back with
very stylish square brans buckles.
W 1th the coat was worn a dark blue
Napoleon shaped felt hat. with a rib
bon rosette and .juill trimming in front,
two

the very pointed ends being ornament,
ed with silk rihhou lacings.
1 h ewe Jittle Napoleons in white and
colors are also exceedingly fashionable
for little boys and. as a rule, are becoming to most children.
I'atent leather In hate, caps and belts

Is being extensively worn by children.
It Is extremely durable, and. If well
cared for. a patent leather hat will |<>ok
well for a season. Some smart little
shape* are of patent leather effectively combined with broadcloth. A stylish
model was «if a tricorne shape, the
brim facing heingof block patent leath
er ami the outer crown and brim of red

broadcloth. Knch of the points was
laced with » red silk cord and tassel.

Νιιήrf little coat# «nd cap* «»f imita
tl«»n bearskin in white are all ready
for rh·· I m by N>y when J«ck l- ront
These are so warm and comcomes.
fortable Hij'1 wlrhul so new that one
may safelj watch out for any number
of little Polar li^ars on the streets of
New York this wlnior
A Grenier

Seouiidrel.

A famous master of Trinity college,
Cambridge, had been a friend iu earlier
days of one Jemmy Cordon, a solicitor.
But Jemmy went to the bad, was
A FAHHIOMABÏ/T OOW.N'EI» ΤΟΓΝΟ MISA
struck oil the rolls and lived from
Muck chiffon, interlined with silk, littud what he could g«'t from old acquaintsmoothly over the hips aud llared l»e ames. One day he met the master and
coinlngly at the bottom. Willi her wn» asked for a shilling.
"Cordon," thundered the master, "If
a fresh young girl in a dainl> lace
scoundrel
rol»e fr<x-k of white with sprays ol you could show me a greater
1 would give you half a
pink hu<l* made of ribbon applique^ than yourself
And he stalked stiilly away
upon tile lace and tied witli rlbhou crown."
The bodice of tliis gown to his rooms. In halt' an hour's time
bowkuota.
with
trimmed
corrc*|HHidinM the butler announced that Mr. Pomwas
titer*· wait u pous, tin· esquire beadle, wished to see
nud
l>ud*.
of
pink
sprays
the master.
Now, the muster had a
com
sleeves
of
the
bunch on the top
(lct«'statioii of the beadle, who,
bined with ribbon bowknots. l'artlcu ripcei.d
when admitted and curtly asked what
larly fetching are these lace rubes tbit
he \\ anted, replied :
season for dinner, theater or evening
"Mr. Cordon informe·! me that you
An attractive feature alwu
frock.
desired to see me."
are
broiiKln
that
fart
they
them i* the
S.ii·i the ma* 1er. "Cordon has made
out in the shops neniluiade. rcquirtnii
an ass of you!"
then
only η little ingenuity to fashion
In ten minutes more th.- butler came
into artistic toilets. The material pro
again, grinning, and said:
rides for un ample gown, pieces for tb«
"Mr. Jeuiuiy Cordon has called and
bodice and sleeves being separate.
says you owe him h ilf a crown, sir."—
and
For the debutante
quite yomif Newcastle < 'hronicle.
woman dancing frocks of Lierre lact
( Il(I III I·II I· II ··.
Soin»
are dainty and youthful looking.
Th.ve are two peculiarities alinit
of these coiiih with graduated flounce»
drinking which an- capai.le
all ready around the skirt pattern auo champagne
of explanation. The one is the rapid.ty
effect
for
surplice
bodice trimming
with which the wine exhilarates notTheae gowns are so easily constructed
withstanding the small proportion of
that they may lw made ut home, whict
it contains. This is due to the
alcohol
materially lessens the expense In
carbonic acid k"s evolve·!, which is in
volved. There are exquisite patterns
haled while drinking, for it is the propsimple nnd reasonable In price, with
a· ion
erty of this gas to expedite the
at
interval·
scattered
medallions
of anything with which it is associated.
throughout. The skirt portluua. having
It is estimated that one glass of chama decidedly circular (eudency, are helil
Is equal iu effect to two glasses
pagne
out around the bottom by the rutlli*c
of still wine of the same strength and
trimmed
chiffon
and
petticoat.
is more rapid in action. The other peSchool girls in their teens and theli
culiarity is the sort of lethargy or
younger sisters are wearing becoming deathless which follows after excessive
sailor suits more than ever this fall
champagne drinking. Tills is analogous
These are made of the regulation navj
to the stupor produced by carltonlc acid
blue and other colors, with sailor blotist
gas, but it Is assisted and intensified
it
silk
ties
knotted
soft
and
and collar
by the excess of sugar deranging the
the
In
shield
front. On the sleeve and
stomach. The undigested sugar turns
slgtda is worked In colored silk, ant) into acid, ami thus it is that too much
college girls are embroidering a mono champagne Is apt to produce dyspepgram on the left sleeve of their blouses. sia
Hlack and white check* make smart
Jrilouar to "the Limit."
little sailor suits, trimmed with wldf
A young uiun was very Jealous of a
a
black Hercules braid, tlidshe.l with
girl ho adored. She was a hit more
coquettish than other girls. "Your eye·
can flirt lu all directions." bo wild υηβ
day, and cut thorn out. "You might
wuve your hands to *oinel>ody." and he
cut thorn off. "With your foot you can
ma ko signs to some one under the ta·
hie," and ho ont those off. "I forgot that
The season's
three
you can also speak," he remarked
and tore her tongue out
be
later,
days
may
uot smile," be said, and
treatment, but the "You shall
to
Knocked her teeth out. "So, I am a
on hit quieter now," he remarked the day
next
and for
more after ho had cut her hair off.
the first tlmo ho was going to trust
too.
her to herself. "Now she Is ugly, bat
still I feel sho Is quite my own," be

first cold

early

slight—may yield

cold will hang
longer; it will be
Untroublesome,
chances
take
necessary to
on that second one. Scott's
Emulsion is
well as a

a

as

preventive

cure.

Take

mm em

when colds abound and
you'll have no cold. Take it
when the cold is contracted
and it checks inflammation, heals the membranes
of the throat and lungs
and drives the cold out.
Send

Jt.

VaCOlrVCi

and

walked up and down the room rubbing
liis hands together. Then he wrote a
long telegram upon a cable form. "If
my answer to this is as I hope, you will

been drawn In chalk upon the black
wooden door of the tool house, which
stands beside the lawn In full view of
I took an exact
the front windows.
copy, and here it Is." He unfolded a
paper and laid It upon the table. Here
is a copy of the hieroglyphics:

the time I

The Fashion 8how In "Peacock Alley."
Bespangled Matron· and Lac· Gown·
Sailor Suit· For
•d Young Buds

as

got back after my visit to you the very
first thing I saw next morning was a
fresh crop of dancing men. They had

reached

H WEEKLY
NEW YORK LETTER

lie covered sheet after sheet of paper
with figures and letters, so completely
absorbed In his task that he bad evidently forgotten my presence. Sometimes he was making progress and
whistled and sang at his work. Sometimes he was puzzled and would sit for
long spells with a furrowed brow and
a vacant eye. Finally he sprang from
his chair with a cry of satisfaction and

for yourself?"
"A good deal, Mr. Holmes. I have
several fresh dancing men pictures for
you to examine, and. what is more important, I have seen the fellow."
"What—the man who draws them?"
"Yes; I saw him at work. But I will
tell you everything in order. When I

appeared.

mil·

eee

"Why?"

fresh inscription had
have a copy of it here:"

dunce was in this form:

,

"You had better stay here, Watson."

a

line which I had al-

"Have you that fresh drawing?"
"Yes, it is very short, but I made a
copy of it, and here it is."
Again he produced a paper. The

home."
The Interview left Sherlock Holmes
very tho;:gh:ful. and sc.era1 times in
the next tow <!;·.· >< I saw him take his
slip of paper from his notebook and
look long un i.earnestly at the curious
figures inscribed upon it. He made 110
allusion to the affair, however, until
one afternoon η fortnight or so later.

back.

The

tures under

can

Author of "The Adventure· of Sherlock Holmes."
"The Hound of the Baskervillet," "The Sign
of the Four." "A Study In Scarlet." Etc.

a

is so short that I
do nothing, and tbc facts which
you have brought me are so Indefinite
that we have na basis for an investigation. I woulu suggest that you return to Norfolk, that you keep a keen
lookout and that you take un exact
copy of any fresh dancing men which
may appear. It is a thousand pities
that we have not a reproduction of
those which were dpne in chalk upon
the window sill. Make a discreet Inquiry alio a.i to any strangers In the
neighborhood. When you have collected some fresh evidence come to me
again. That is the best advice which I
If
cau give you, Mr. IliltoT) Cubitt.
there arc an/ pressing fresh developments I ;-iia'.l be always ready to run
down and see you in your Norfolk

particular sample

append few suggestions for tbe
improvement of dairy barns from a
circular recently issued by the Illinois
Experiment Station as follows:
"A large proportion of our dairymen
are workiug at a disadvantage because
their barns are not constructed or arranged in such a way that tbe work may be
rapidly or well done. In no place is the
necessity for conveniences more essential
No. 3 of the Series
than in a dairy barn, where there is always so much to be accomplished in η
short time, yet how seldom we find the
(Copyright. 1903, by A. Ctman IKtlt and Collltr'i
U'tebly.)
interior arranged so as to save steps, or
(C»fyright, iWÎ, b Λ/iC/ur», Phlllif tf C$.J
the construction such as to contribute
')LMKS hud been seated
to the comfort of the cows, or the production of wholesome milk. Time is a
for some hours in silence,
valuable asset on the dairy farm, and
with his long. thin back
great losses grow out of arrangements
curved over u chemical
which interfere with rapidity of work.
vessel lu which he was
The slip-shod way of doing things in
brewing a practlcularly
many barns is largely due, in most cases,
malodorous product. Ills
to the awkward arrangement of the barn
he
itself, though the skill of the raau in head was sunk upon his breast, and
charge is an important factor. Much of looked from my point of view like a
the confusion in and about the barn is strange, lank bird with dull gray plumrooted in the belief that a comfortable
age ami a black topknot.
and sanitary barn is of necessity expen"So. Watson," said he suddenly, "you
sive. This is an unfortunate impres(lo not propose to invest in South Afsion, for wholesome and convenient quarrican securities?"
ters can be provided at a very moderate
1 gave a start of astonishment. Accost.
At the present time there is a strong customed as 1 was to Holmes' curious
demand for milk produced under bot er faculties, this sudden iutrusiou into my
sanitary conditions. This demand will most intimate thoughts was utterly Inthe
grow aud the man who will make
explicable.
greatest success in the future in dairying
"How on earth do you know that?" I
is the one who unites himself with this
asked.
uew movement and adjusts bis practices
lie wheeled round upon his stool with
as soon as possible to its requirements.
a steaming test tube in his hand and a
There are but few dairy barns that would
in his deep set
not be greatly improved by a thorough gleam of amusement
eyes.
cleaning and whitewashing.
"Now, Watson, confess yourself utA stable for dairy cows should be well
lighted aud ventilated. It should have terly taken aback," said he.
"I am."
tight walls and ceiling and a sound floor.
Dirty cows, when crowded into dark
"I ought to make you sign a paper to
to
be
cannot
expected
and dirty stables,
that effect."
nor milk with as
much
as
milk,
produce
"Why?"
wholesome properties as those provided
"Because In five minutes you will
with clean, airy quarters, where the
it is all so absurdly simple."
sunlight enters through numerous win say that
"I am sure that I shall say nothing
dows, and where the foul air of the
stable is replaced by pure air without sub- of the kind."
"You see, my dear Watson"—he propjecting the cows to injurious draught*.
Tight walls and ceilings prevent excess- ped his test tube in the rack and began
thus
and
ive loss of heat in cold weather,
to lecture with the air of a professor
contribute to the comfort of both cow
addressing his class—"it Is not really
the
full
on
feed,
Whon
milker.
and
difficult to construct u series of inferdairy cow is hard worked and less able
ences, each dependent upou its predeto withstand extremes of weather than
is other stock, for her energies are then cessor and each simple iu Itself. If,
being exerted in the direction of pro- after doing so, one simply knocks out
duction rather than self-preservation. It all the ceutral Inferences and presents
is not only more humane, but more one's audience with the starting point
profiable, to keep her warm by making and the conclusion, one may produce
the stable comfortable, instead of com- a startling though possibly a meretripelling her to use large amounts of ex- cious effect. Now, It was not really
pensive food in maintaining her body difficult by an inspection of the groove
temperature."
between your left
forefinger and
thumb to feel sure that you did not
Energy on the Farm.
propose to Invest your small capital in
A COUNTRY AND TIME OK GREAT OPPOR- the gold fields."
"I see uo connection."
TUNITIES.
"Very likely not. but I can quickly
New
to
|S,eo,a.
show you a close connection. Here are
ma-ter Con- the missing links of the very simple
by H0n O.
I chain: First, you had chalk between
nectlcut » ta te «range. Klllngton, Conn]
Energy that will make the niost of your left fluger and thumb when you
everv opportunity is demanded in every returned from the club last
night; seccalling at the present day. A prom' I
ond, you put chalk there when you
nent agriculturist in my state has said
more farmers got a living on the
farm than in any other business, win I
are more or less shiftless, without plan
We
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By A. CONAN DOYLE.

ness, but they all agree on three things,
—it must be well ventilated, warm and

dry.

PARK,

^l.BERT
Licensed

good department,

Much valuable fertilizer
can be made and saved from this de"
8PKKU TH* PLOW."
partment, if the proper amount of care
and attention is given to it.
À house for poultry does not need to
Correspondence on practical agricultural topics
le solicited.
Aildrvea all communications In- be expensive, but it should be warm,
tended for this department to Hknkt D.
free from vermin, and roomy enough so
HtvMOMU, Agricultural Editor Oxfonl Demthat the fowls can take the necessary
ocrat, Parle, Me.
amount of exercise. Then the hene can
do as good work in the winter months
Construction of Farm Buildings.
There are as many
as in the summer.
methods of constructing a poultry house
men engaged in the busiTHEIB ARRANGEMENT, ESPECIALLY AS as there are

Physician and Surgeon,
Maxlui Block,

have a

Democrat.

Oxford

The

for free simple.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists
<0*>4I5 Pearl Street, New Terk

f0c.aodfl.00

i

(
)

AlldragtM·
-,

snld on leaving her. Rut when he returned the girl had disappeared. She
had run away with the proprietor of a
show.- From "Fables of Fugcn lleltal."
λοΙ Just

What

She Meant.

former head of a large private
school In Cleveland was a gentleman
of dignltlcd bearing, refilled and correct
By
always iu manner and speech
birth and early rearing be was h Ver-

Tin;

monter and doubtless of straight Puritan extraction. One day in his boyhood his mother called him in from the
yard where ho was playing with some
other boys to say to him. In a tone suggestive of mingled saduess and sever-

ity:

"Noble, my sou. I never thought to
hear you use a swear word."
"Why, mother," snld the boy, "I
didn't use any swear word. I only said
the devil.' Nobody thinks tliHt's swearing."

care," cried the mother
"It's making light of sacred
things."—Cleveland Leader.
"I

don't

quickly.

$lu

JJcmocrat,

THE OXFORD BEARS.

*®[θ./*Τ0Γβ<1

hS

Sunday of the month
12.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·. otherwise
connected are cordially Invited.
Unlversallst Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
Dr. and Mrs. Augustus 8. Thayer of
made with local, transient and yearly advertls
er·.
Portland were guests at Klmhurst a few
New type, fast pressée, steam days the past week.
Jo· Puhtiso
l>ower, experienced workmen and low prices
Ex-Gov. Perham and
family left
combine to make this department of oar busiThursday for their winter home in
ness complete and popular.
Washington, D. C. It is gratifying to
know that the Governor returns to
Evente.
Coming
Washington much improved in health
for his summer at Paris Hill.
Oct. 10.—Supreme Judicial Court, South Parle.
Work has begun on the rebuilding of
Oct. 11, li—Annual meeting of Oxford Association of Uelversallats, Mechanic Falls.
the Paiis Hill water company's storage
Oct. 11,12. IS —Maine State Sunday School Assoreservoir at Crocker Hill. The water
ciation. Portland.
Nov. 7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Bolster's has been drawn off and the reservoir is
Mills.
to be repaired, bricked and cemented.
Nov M, 15,16.—Annual meeting of Maine State
The supply for the village while the
Pomologlcal Society, Grange Hail, Canton.
work is going on is taken direct from the
south spring.
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Apple picking is the chief
just now and those who have apples to
D. M. Stewart. M. D.
pick are fortunate this year. Although
Notice.
far from a full crop, Paris Hill and its
The Linn Educated Dogs.
Lost.
immediate vicinity will supply the marSimple Remedy for Catarrh.
ket with a few thousand barrels of
Boys' SultoKumford Falls Trust Co.
very nice apples this year.
Blue Stores
I)r. and Mrs. A. S. Thayer of Portland
Store.
l.adlee' Specialty
and Thomas E. Stearns of Cambridge,
Notice.
Mass., are guests at O. A. Thayer's.
Millinery.
Three deer were seen near the guidehere and There.
board on the South Paris road one daylast week, and some of our hunters immediately started out. One of them
Portland must be a very cool city.
thought he heard them crashing through
Tbe published monthly summary of the
the brush in the thick growth in tue
weather bureau station generally gives
Mellen pasture, but that is the nearest
the mean temperature for the preceding
one has come to them.
any
month as 00.
Hon. Edward L. Parris and wife made
a driving tour last week to Kumford,
The tirst day of open season on big Dixtield, Canton and Bucktield.
Mrs. W. B. Lapham was tbe guest of
game in Maine brings reports of five
shooting accidents, two of them fatal, her brother, Ex-Gov. Perham, and
and two of them cases of thought-it-was- family, at their summer home here last
a-deer. Learning by experience is a week.
Kimball C. Atwood, Esq., of Nevipainful thing, but some people seem unable to learn by the experience of others. York, was the guest of his brother,
The story of Maine's hunting seasons for George M. Atwood, Sunday and Monday.
Mrs. Horace Cummings has greatly
the last quarter of a century is intensely
illuminated with warnings in the form improved the former jail house by the
of a two-story piazza on the
from
addition
accidents
of fatal
resulting
gross
carelessness, but the record will probably west side, commanding a tine view of
continue this year. It is suggestive that the White Mountains.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings arrived at
at least two of the five accidents referred
to above occurred a day or two before his summer residence, "The Owl's Nest,''
Saturday.
open time began.
Those of the summer guests who have
been fortunate enough to remain into
By the way, Maine's law against negli- October are quite sure that Paris Hill
gently shooting a man by mistake for a in the glorious days of autumn is about
deer is not a dead letter. One boy reall that can be desired.
ceived a light sentence under it last
Miss Eliza A. Buttertield, until reyear.
cently a resident of this place, died in
Norway Tuesday morning. Miss ButterJohn D. Rockefeller has given the tield entered the Home for Aged Women
promised ten million for the cause of at Norway immediately after it was
education. And an unkindly critical opened, and after it was closed remained
public points out the suspicious simul- with Mr. and Mrs. Page, who had beeu
The funeral was held here in
taneousuess of the advance in the price in charge.
the Baptist church Wednesday afterof oil.
noon, attended by the pastor, Rev. E. O.
Miss Buttertield had been a
Now that the time for a session of Taylor.
m ruber of this church for several years.
congress is approaching, the Democratic Interment was in the old
cemetery.
papers are beginning to worry about the
Hon. Prentiss Cummings of Brook"wings" of the Republican party, and line, Mass., whose summer home is iu
the possibility of a break between tht
this place, was last Wednesday renomipresident and the senate. And the wor- nated by acclamation as state senator
is
all
on
that
too.
side,
rying
from the Second Norfolk District. By
his action in the present Massachusetts
Labor union folly would seem to have legislature, in opposition to special street
reached its climax in a case in Chicago railroad legislation, Mr. Cummings had
In the building of an eighteen story roused the hostility of certain street railblock, the electricians struck, and com road interests, but the threatened oppoplaint was made against the contractors sition to him vanished before the openthat the electrical machinery hat! been ing of the convention.
Prof. W. S.
installed in part by non-union workmen
Kipley of Waketield,
The union therefore demands that this Mass., B. F. Ripley of Weston, Mass.,
machinery shall b9 torn out at a cost ol A. O. Adams of East Jaffrey, Ν. H., and
thousands of dollars and replaced bj Apopka, Florida, were recent guests of
union workmen, and on the refusal of O. A. Maxim.
Advertised letters in Paris post otlice,
the contractors to do this, a strike of all
the workmen on the building has been Oct. 2d:
ordered. Well wishers to labor unions
Mr. Bernard Alexander.
Mr and Mrs. Abby Urovcr.
in their legitimate functions will regret
M U.-t A. Stuwell.
but
this action. In the long run it can
rv»31 Λ 1*9»
injure the cause of union labor.
Otherwise

^ndustry

The Illinois state federation of wo
men's clubs is to hold a "free speech'
convention, at which every woman près
ent will be permitted to talk as much ai
she likes. And yet there was an im
pression in some quarters that that wa:
a privilege which the sex enjoyed with
out having to go into convention after it
The last of the "big three" life in
companies—the Mutual Lifehas now come under investigation, am
the discovery has been made that then
are in its management some of the samt
ubjectionabie features which have beet
so severely criticised in tho others.
surance

If all the officials in Oregon, from
United States Senator down, who hav«
been indicted for land frauds, should
lose their offices, an election to choose
their successors would require a ballot
so large as to be unwieldy.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., is forced b}
acute nervous dyspepsia to bave tht
Whal
business world at the age of 38.
shall it profit a man to inherit th«
hie
and
lose
^Standard Oil Company

ligeetion?

Races at West Oxford Fair.
A very successful three days' fair was
that of the West Oxford Agricultural
Society at Fryeburg last Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Summaries of
the races are as follows:
8:45 CLASS.
Arthur B., b g. A. Everett
:..l 1 1
2 4 2
Netl West, b g. W.G. Pert,
0 7 7
Nancy L K. I.lnecott,
8 G £
Carroll I... Edwin Llbby,
7 5 «
Frisco, C. G. Buck,..
3 3 .1
Re<i Elm Boy, b g. F. H. Wilkinson
4 2 5
Dr. l«le, br s Frank Sieserve
5 8 4
Ulva M., b m. I. C. Pert,
Time, 2 34 1 4,8 31 1 2.2:27 18.
2.27

CLASS.

FUBSK

$2W).

Palatka, Jr., b. g. I. W. Pottle.
Glaily» Bell, b m. W. L. Johnson
Elwln L., b g. E. L. Parker
Time, 2 rii 3 4, 2.22 1*2,2 '22 1-2.
2 35 CLASS. PC KSK $130.
NeU West, b g. W. G. Pert.
Dr. Me, br β Frank Meserve,
Ulva M b m. I. C. Pert
Arthur B., b g. A. Everett
Time, 2:28, 2 r27 14,2 27 3-4.

1 1 1
2 tie
3 2 2

2 4 4
3 2 2
4 3 3
1 1 1

2 15 CLASS.

1 4 11
Pointer Patchen, ch g. S. J. Foes,
2 12 2
Declma l>ean, b m. w. F. BUbee,
San Telmo, br g-W. Β Stone
3 2 4 4
4 3 3 3
Paeaaar, Jr.. b g. E. 8. George,
Time, 2.17 14, 2:19,2 17 1-2,2 =».
Dr. Keene, b g. S. J. Foes
Kaseall, be. R. L. Bean
Greenwood, c jr. E. 3. George
Time, 2 rH 1-4. 2.19 1-4,2 19 1-4.

1 1
2 2
3 3

1
2
3

There is an apparently well founded
that the Maine Central will build
bridge across the Kennebec near Richmond. With about eight miles of new
track this will give a short cut from the
main line to Wiscasset, and a more convenient connection with Rockland and
intermediate towns than is now afforded
by the railroad ferry at Bath. Such a
move might mean considerable eventually to Wiscasset, whose dreams of being a
great seaport have heretofore come to
uaught. On the other hand, Bath, seeing the prospect of being left a waystation on a branch line, looks askance
at the possibilities of the anticipated
rumor
a

Ralph L. Todd of Newport, who was
brought to the Eastern Maine General
Hospital Monday night, died at the institution the next day. Todd, who was
25 years of age, was bunting with com-

J

Arthur Dutton.
Mlett J. A. I>av!t«.
M i-iH Λ lice Grltlia.

The Woburn, (Mass.) Journal of Sept
29 contains the following reference tt
Paris Hill: "During his late stay there,
with bis estimable spouse, Mr. J. Fostei
Delami, Manager of the Hammond Λ
Son Co. became greatly enamored ol
the good State of Maine, and praise*
those sections of it which they visited
in no stinted measure. The beautiful
rural village of Paris Hill, Oxford coun
ty. possessed especial delights for them,
aud they stored their minds with a good
deal of its interesting and famous his
tory. Paris Hill has Wen the birthplace
and cradle of a larger number of dis
tinguished statesmen of National repute
than any other New England town, and
some of their homes are still standing
within its delightful confines, carefully
preserved as historic landmarks. Mr.
and Mrs. Deland ask for no more beautiful or pleasanter place to spend a quiet,
restful vacation at than
Paris Ilill.
They also visited northern Penobscot
county and tarried at the only dwelling
in a township 6 miles square, with wild,
unbroken forests of primeval pines
stretching away as far as the eye could
reach in all directions; and did they, or
did they not, enjoy it? Those silent
solitary woods and immense sweeps of
densely pine covered lands possessed
charms for the pair of temporary Massachusetts sojourners which will not bo
easily or hastily erased from the tablets
of their memory. Mrs. Deland is yet at
Paris Hill."

Prayer
Solo, I've been

B^itatk

Taïi ÎMnEe^her

Singing, The RI ng" My" Mother
Reading
Song. I η the i'ityôfsighV

---—Mrs. Mlles.
Churchl"

wSk*

E"lntrwood.

DuU'ey·
âni?Tears,Γ&°6
Alice Barden.

correspondent was misinformed
regarding the purchase of the Morgan
building by Ε. E. Field. Mr. Field had
but δηβΠ* decided
tomrenf
to
rent the building of the owners for
the present and purchase sufficient stock
1 our

th«0ÎhbUM-Diî

Mr. Small is
for running the store.
St0re for a sho"
and intends to remain about here during
Hi8 fami'y now occupy a
tbe store, and Mr.
a
m
vi
and
Held
family the remainder. Remade
on
the building.
are
pairs
being
Universalist Good Will Society
held a business meeting at the F. B.
church last Friday evening. New officers were elected as follows:
President— Mrs. L.C. Bates
"'"™·

time?

aSTin? 'h ^

™7ΤίκΓ· ™nt.,over

J,he

^ίϊ?-5ΚΓΪ"«0ΪΏ,*·
Liine.

Treasurer—Miss Delia H.
The Good Will will meet Thursda*
afternoon of this week, Oct. 12. As
there has been considerable misunders anding regarding the matter the so
cety wish it fully understood that
members of the former society called the
Circle" are now members
of the present "Good Will Societv"

all"

Jn.versal.st

52

'""bw

Ά

-

&£Hutchinson
We<,k8'

Mrs.
of Saco is visitin.·
her sister, Mrs. D. F. Nelson,
Thonupgon of Woodfords

and

rM«drl^

ηΓιι" Tuwday tveïing ο!
te cream'and cake" wiï'^ £

Odd Fellows'

cents,
eal®' a,so h°me made candies.
Kmerton of Auburn acbeen
companied by Mrs. Emerton
4
boarding at J
Γ
a sh°"
a°"°°

hai

*eek„bere

trij^

The hunters in the vicinity
intercst to

Ss"veli

«ϊ». ^Faroum"""

are

lalcim»

" "·»■« «"

•or last week. She had five little tabletset in her pleasant work room and serv
•dwcoa and fancy crackers to

Ζ

of Bowdoinham re?' H· ,r°unff
Thursday after snend
relatives ln town
r""nBrown went Thursday nf
mM™WH
-»irs. h. G.

turned home last

last week to Rumford Falls for a week'*
visit with her son, Ε. H. Brown
Osgood Swan and family have moved
lDto the mill house.
Mrs
Roscoe Tuell is- visltinc her
L L· Bowker, at
m'
and. Mrs. flattie Mooney is keeDinr
P *
for
in
her
house
her
absence.
Cl R" Bri^8 ™it a
week ago to L pton on a hunting trip

lind

Portl-

M^·

a*oatf? frl
"e.nl

ï-basos Lake.,,*
™i!«

remained for the week. Mr. Briefs shot
a deer the same day he went
turned Wednesday of last week.
Dr. A. S. Thayer of Portland accompanied by Mrs. Thayer, visited Mrs
e Iast Of the week.
Mrs. Holden, her son, Bert Day, a boy
of 10, and two orphan children bv the
name of Thurlow, moved here early in
the summer from Casco into Mrs An

J' ?T ?^

Sim'L'T''

now,

variegated

distance lends enchantment to the view."
At least so it appears to me as I look
out of my chamber window upon the
valleys and hillsides, and the more distant the scenery the finer the painting
of the artist appears. Did any one ever
try to count all the colors and shades of
colore that nature usee in this kind of
work? I never did, but there are many
more than she uses in painting the soap
bubble or the rainbow.
Here it is the 5th of October and we
have had but two frosty mornings to
date, and so light were they that many
of the pumpkin leaves in the field are
still green.
Charles A. Dunham and wife of West
Bethel came on a visit the first of the
week and returned the following day.
He said it was necessary to cut his visit
short on account of going to work for
one of his neighbors, who has yet fifteen
tons of hay to harvest and he wants to
get it if possible before Thanksgiving.
All of which sounds odd enough to
"we the people" down this way; but
then some people are apt to be jnet a
little behind the times.
Mrs. 1. W. Swan is visiting here, andI
informs us that Charles Swift was taken
to the insane hospital at Augusta Monday. Mr. Swift is unmarried, some 40)
years old and has been an inmate of theJ
town farm for a long while.
He has always been somewhat demented, and at
times it has boon necessary to keep him1
in confinement.

bast nebron.

Farmers are in baste to finish harvesting, fearing winter will come too soon,>
as winter weather came early last yeair
and prevented the usual work of the

seasun.

On moist ground potatoes are nearly
all worthless.
Sweet corn is abundant and nearly all1

harvested.

Business is lively and help scarce if
any.
Mr. W. Slattery and Henry Whitman
started on Saturday up country in quest
of game.
Mrs. Frank IMerce and daughter liena
attended Canton fair last week.
Oct. ID is the day appointed for grange
fair.
Miss Clara Merrill gains slowly.
Colds are very prevalent.
Mr. E. Lane is moving goods for the
winter to bis home in Auburn. He recently sold his farm to the Conant
brothers.
The remains of the late Almon Record
and wife were removed from South
Bucktield to North Auburn cemetery by
the side of her sister, Miss Clara Washburn.
Mrs. Lemuel Greene from Portland
passed last week with her uncle, II. A.
Record, and aunt Mertie Moschides.
Everett Pierce and family from Mechanic Falls passed last Sunday with his
parents and family. His little son has
been with them several weeks.

J

town, having formerly been
captain of a military company and more>
recently one of the selectmen and collector for several years. Mr. Richardsonι
was 82 years old last August.
He buriedI
his wife only a few months ago. It was
his younger brother, the late Andrew
Richardson, who submitted to surgical
treatment by Dr. Hill of Bethel, it being
the removing of a cancer from the bladder, thereby prolonging his life by several years.
Tbe other evening he went out with
his rille and brought in a very fine specimen of horned owl.
Thursday morning
he went out into the cornfield and
a
fine coon that had
brought back
managed to get into a trap.
While the horn fly has practically disappeared thus giving the cattle respite
until it hatches out again next spring,
the common housefly is more numerous
than ever, here, there and everywhere
and dropping into everything.
Visiting a small cemetery recently I
came to a soldier's grave, but nothing to
mark it as such except an old faded and
weather beaten flag. Am totally ignorant as to his name or history, but possibly some one may know who he was and
can yet rescue his name from oblivion
by causing a suitable tablet to be erected.
And until that is done perhaps the following inscription would be appropriate:
Here He the ashee of a soMler brave,
Who pave hlmeelf hie country's life to save,
ΑηΊ that OUI Glory might forever wave;
Ami yet no tablet reared to mark hie grave.
tliie

East Brownfield.
On Sept. 30th the Brownfield W. C.
T. U. gave a reception at the Congregational church to the teachers in town.
Although owing to previous engagements several teachers were unable to
be present the event was quite successful and much enjoyed by those in attendance.
Miss Isabel Stickney furnished a
number of phonographic selections.
Dr. Marston gave an interesting talk.
The president of the union, Mrs. E. A.
G. Stickuey, who is also county president, read a series of questions which
were answered and discussed by those
present. Mrs. Lura Blake sang a
beautiful solo. A paper was read by
Jesse Kowe. After the programme a
social hour was passed during which
chocolate and cake were served. Tasty
'souvenirs of burnt wood work were presented to the teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Stickney of Hampton, Ν. H., ana Mrs. Gertrude Stevens
Leavitt of Portland, Me., were entertained at Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney'· last
week.

recently.

Brownfield.
Browntield was well represented at
the West Oxford fair.
Mr. Albert Johnson and Mrs. Bailey,
both of this town, were married last

Saturday.

Mrs. Ε. E. Gilpatrick and Miss Leah
Eaton, after spending a few weeke in
North Conway, have returned to their
home in this town.
Mrs. Sarah Harnden, who spent the
summer in Lynn, Mass., is at home again
in this village.
Miss Mary Johnson of Wellesley, Mass.,
is the guest of her brother Frank in this

■

|

R. L. Bennett and two sons have gone
Roxbury to work in the woods.
J. D. Lary and wife of Portland were
here recently.
to

North Stoneham.
L. G. McKeen and family of East
Stoneham have moved into the house
with hie brother, H. B. McKeen. They
have bought the mill of J. Bartlett and

will have it ready to run as soon as they
can get timber.
Elden Andrews of Stow stayed with
W. W. Durgin Thursday night on his
way to Waterford fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gammon visited
their daughter, Mrs. Bertha Keniston, of

Lovell, Sunday.

East Sumner.
The

Congregational Ladies' annual
fair came off on Thursday afternoon and
evening and was a deserved and grand

success.

The weather

everything

contributed

was
to a

fine

pleasant

and
and

Morse was loudly applauded for his
Mr. Frank Johnson will have when
pleasing efforts to entertain and was a
completed one of the finest residences big card in the affair. The album quilt
in the village.
which netted the society $45 was preSaturday afternoon the W. C. T. U. sented to Paetor L.
W. Muttart and
at
the
a
reception
Congregational wife. The occasion was a
gave
bigsuooess
church to the teachers in this town.
and aid to the society.
Rev. Mr. Clough preached in the ConLovell.
gregational church last Sunday.
Mr. Butler preached at the
Rev.

Byron.

hTp,

ley's wedding.
H. 0. Chapman has moved away, having finished work for W. C. Chapman.
W. S. Dority spent Sunday with his
friende at this place.

The
total
happy event.
receipts
amounted to nearly $150, which greatly
exceeded the anticipations of the more
sanguine. A. E. Morse, Rev. J. H. Little and wife, Mrs. Herbert Hilton, Mrs.
L. B. Andrews, and Mrs. A. D. Park of
village.
South Paris were present and materially
One day last week Mrs. Dow of West
aided in the success of the event. Mr.
Baldwin was at J. L. Frink's.

Universaliet church last Sunday.

Kions

at the head of Pemaduincook
Denmark.
e.
With Fred Reade of Newport be
Roy Whalee, son of Frank Whales,
was walking behind a tote team when
met with a bad accident Wednesday by
Reade stumbled and fell forward. His
thrown from a wagon while riding
rifle struck the wheel of the wagon being
with his parents and breaking his leg
and exploded, the bullet
through
between the thigh and knee. The horse
passing
Todd's body just above the
indict- ran
away and was hurt and the wagon
ing fatal injuries.
demolished.
Harry Small and Bernard Potter receivMr. King and Thomas Dow of Per ham, ed the first
prizes (or draft cattle at the
while out hunting for deer, Monday, Fryeburg (air.
Oct. 2, got separated, when Mr. King
Miss Emma Bennett of Lynn la a guest
was mistaken for a deer and a bullet i>f Mrs. Geo. A. Hill for a (ew
days.
ride
from Dow's
struck him just above
Everybody went to the Fryeburg (air
the heart, passing round outside the from here
Wednesday.
ribs and came out near the center of the
Misa May Penney o( Portland is a
back. Mr. King walked four miles out guest o( Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Gray.
of the woods, where he procured the
Mr. A. C. Pendexter o( Portland is
services of a doctor and is reported aa risiting with his
mother, ΜΛ. C. Ο.
quite comfortable.

will have a camphre Saturday, Oct. 21st.
Invitations have been extended to neighboring Posts and Corps.
Miss M. I. Corning, who is stopping at
the Oxford Spring House, is receiving a
visit from her friend, Miss Olmstead, of
Hartford, Conn.
A harvest service was held at the
Congregational church Sunday morning
with appropriate anthems and decorations.
Rev. Mr. Newport was prevented by
illness from attending the state conference at Gardiner.
Mrs. Arthur Stover and child of West
Poland are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Merrill
Brackett.
John Robinson lost a valuable colt

Mr. Van Merrow from Smithfield is in
town prospecting for gold. He was
here two or three weeks since, and the
rock which he tested proved most satisfactory. He and his wife are stopping
an East Branch in Mr. Whitney1· camp.
An exciting wild goose hunt took place
in Hop City on Swift River on Saturday
last in which two geeae were shot and two
Joe Howard
>r three others wounded.
ind Sam Easter were the lucky ones,
Will Arris,
sac h securing a
goose.
jreorge Thomas, Η. H. Richards, Roy

rhomas, Murdock Beaton,

A.

S. Young

ind some others wasted lota of am muniJon la the bant.
Loti of hai^an are la town.

C.

visions.

Coat, come in and look ours
prices will suit every one.

Winter

and

IjUNT,

M.

St., Norway

Bates, executor.

That we will also do all in
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court
power towards the enforcement of
those other laws of our state which have A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
and while we were see-sawing, each
direct reference to home interests, inafraid the other would not follow, a
laws against cigarettes, gamNOTICE.
cluding
youth who had doubtless inherited some
Sabbath desecration, impure literaThe subscriber hereby gives notice that sin
of the follies of his sire, elyed up behind. bling,
the
ture and immoral exhibitions, and for lias been duly appointed administratrix of
estate of
Well, we both went in. It was a square the
of women and children.
late
of
protection
Hiram,
«OODWIN.
FRANK
P.
deal, we both struck water at the same
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and giver
time.
4—CO-OPKBATION.
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
art
Hon. and Mrs. E. L. Parris were in
That we rejoice that we are deininds against the estate of said deceased am
Resolved,
desired to present the same for settlement,
town Wednesday. Ned and Tom assum- a
of the National and World's W. all Indebted thereto are
make
part
to
pay
requested
ed the role of children as they looked C. T. U. and we
pledge ourselves to do mcnt immediately.
over the old school house, now G. W.
ELIZA M. GOODWIN.
Sept. IStb, 1905.
ever} thing within our power to co-operTiiton'e job shop. Yes, they told on ate in all the
plans of work outlined bv
NOTICE.
each other the childish capers they cut,
National W. C. T. U. under its genThe subscriber hereby gives notice that slu
and boylike it was generally the other eral
divisions, namely: organization, has been duly appointed administratrix of the
fellow that did the cutting up.
of
preventive, educational, evangelistic, estate
REBECCA H. GILPATRICK, late of Hiram,
social and legal—leading out into 40 deIn the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and glvet
Hebron.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
partments of work.
The Sunshine Society met with Mrs.
demands against the estate of said deceased an
5—TIIE
PULPIT.
desired to present the same for settlement, am
Fred (Jushman last week and spent the
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Florence
afternoon sewing for Miss
Resolved, That we believe it to be of ment Immediately.
IVA GILPATRICK.
Smith, who was so badly burned a short great importance that there should be
Sept. 19th, 1905.
the
time ago. Miss Smith is doing as well pronounced
utterances through
NOTICE.
as could be expected, considering how pulpits of our state upon the temperance
The subscriber hereby gives notice that h(
seriously burned.
question. We appreciate the powerful has been duly appointed administrator of th<
Hon. D. P. Bailey and Mrs. Bailey of influence of the clergy and rejoice that estate of
HENRY F. COLE, late of Woodstock,
Everett, Mass., visited his sister, Miss the ministers of Maine with notably few
of Oxfonl, deceased, and glvet
In the
Hattie Bailey, last week.
exceptions, are outspoken in their ad- bonds County
All persons having
as the law directs.
Several from Hebron Grange attended vocacy of total abstinence and prohibi- demands against the estate of said deceased an
Pomona Grange at Otisfleld Tuesday of tion; and we also rejoice that in the desired to present the same for settlement, am
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
this week.
same proportion the religious conferment Immediately.
Mrs. C. B. Record of Dorchester, Now ences and conventions are like minded
FRED M. COLE.
Sept. 19th, 1905.
with the clergy.
Brunswick, is visiting Miss Tripp.
NOTICE.
6—FBANCHISE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hai
Maine News Notée.
administrator of th<
interests been duly appointed
Because women have

Resolved,

our

public

which cannot be fitly represented bv
At the third trial of Rev. Frank W.
because the ballot i„ the most efSandford for manslaughter in causing men,
fectual weapon against the saloon, which !
the death of a boy in the Shiloh colony,
of the
Is the worst
by neglect, the jury at Auburn was dis- fore resolved,enemy
that wo will devote to our
charged Saturday night, being unable to work for
franchise, renewed zeal and
agree. They are understood to have
activity, thereby educating women to a
stood 8 to 4 for conviction.
higher plane of moral responsibility and
A petition for a receiver for the Wis- educating men to realize that women
casset, Waterville and Farmington Rail· possess the proper qualifications for
While this citizenship.
way has been granted.
means that the stockholders have sue
7—PEACE.
tained a loss, it may mean a prospect ol
better railroad facilities in future for the
Resolved, That we, the W. C. T. U. of
Maine engaged in organized peace work,
towne served by the railroad.
President Roosevelt our
express to
of
Mrs. Carrie Hood Moore, formerly
heartfelt appreciation of the splendid
Mechanic Falls, committed suicide al
service he has rendered humanity in arAuburn the 30th ult. by hanging. Mrs,
ranging the peace conference, which
Moore was 52 years of age. She had ended the war in the Far East. We conbeen in poor health for some time.
sider it an honor to our own state that
Proprietors of three of the hotels in this memorable achievement for peace
the city of Belfast are now serving sen- was effected within the borders of
tencee in jail for liquor selling, theii Maine.
cases having been carried to the law
8—ALCOHOLIC MEDICINES.
court and returned with sentences apWe are glad of the decision just ron
proved.
dered by the commissioner of interna
Frederick A. Doughty of Auburn wasι revenue calling public attention to th<
struck by a passenger train Saturday fact that a number of patent mcdicinoi
night, Sept. 30, while crossing the Main are composed largely of distilled liquorf
Central track at the private way in and we reaffirm the resolution adopted
Lewiston. He was thrown to the ground1 at the Maine W. C. T. U. Convention in
in such a way that his skull was crush- 1879.
Resolved, That we discounte
ed, and he died in the hospital the next» nance the use and condemn the adver
morning.
tiding of all alcoholic drinks disguised ai

home,—there-1

The Bar narbor government at at
recent meeting took action which will
enable a company, of which W. H. Burlen of Boston is the head, to build a dam
across the Union River that will cost a
million dollars. The company proposes
to furnish power to industries in Ellsworth, Bar Harbor and vicinity.
Fred Charbeneau and Wilfred Croteau
before Recorder Weymouth at
Biddeford recently for cominittiDg
wholesale burglaries in that city and
Saco during the preceding two weeks.
They pleaded guilty and were bound
Beover to the January grand jury.
sides previously admitted breaks the
a number at the
men confessed to
beaches.

m-jdicines.

0—STATE AND NATIONAL PAPERS.

Resolved, That

we

reflirm

our

loyaltj

in state and national papers, the Union
Signal, Crusader Monthly and Star in the
East, and that we will sustain them bv
our subscriptions and perusal.
10—THANKS.

is not

Norway,

only perfectly

No
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The^drug

J

Tent

Sale.

ever
to
to

shown.

$50

00

$ti.oo

Our Furs will speak for themselves.
We

showing

are

well worth the

a

line of VELVET SUITS that

$10.50

we

are

ask for them.

SEPARATE WAISTS in Cotton, Veiling, Mohair,
Silk and Velvtt.

Cold weather is upon
NELS is complete.
Call and

we

us.

Our line of UNDERFLAN-

will show you these and much more.

S. B. &. 1. S. PRINCE,
Maine.

Norway,

—

—
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8IIITRTLEFF

A

«BrRTLFFF A CO.

Α.

F.

CO.

We now have ready for your inspection
large stock of the
BOOKS,
POCKET
Ladies'
in
MAGS,
Winter
new Fall and
styles
WALBILL
BOOKS,
also
ETC.
CARD
;
CASES,
PURSES,
LETS ihd PURSES for Gentlemen ; in many different kinds ami
of the goods and the prices will
colors of leather. The
a

please

,,

jj
(I

MONEY HOLDERS,

|
α

quality

you,

5 Cents to $5.00 Each.

You cannot find

a

better assortment than

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,
F.

A.

NIItJRTLEFF

A

{ΖΙτ/ΑΖ [Maine·
F.

CO.

A.

HIIl'RTLEFF

4t

CO.
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$3.50 Army Shoes for $2,50
We have a lot of Men's Army Shoes, 8, 9, and io, made of
the very best of stock in every part, perfect shoes in every
Regular price $3.50, AND THEY ARE
respect.
WORTH IT, our price while they last is $3.50. They are
the best good» ever sold for that price. If you wear 8, 9 or
10 we can fit you.

HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF THOSE

WE ALSO

Pure Gum Rubbers
With Leather Tops
Hunters are delighted with them.
and
16 inch leg. Price from $2.75
14,
to length of leg. Remember if you want
to
want here.
any kind of footwear you can find what you
so

popular

last

season.

8, 10, ι a,
$3.75, according

We have

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE
Ε. N.

BLOCK,

SWETT, Manager.

F. W.

Telephone

Our

charge

Longley,

have

we

LADIES' COATS from.. ..$5.00
CHILDREN'S COATS from $175

Heating.

I

J

Garments

)
KHI,Κ,
| In Bankruptcy
of Rumford, Bankrupt J

Mothers need have no hesitancy in
NEW CURE FOR CANCER.
for team.
continning to give Chamberlain's Cough
All surface cancers are now known to
as
it
contheir
little
to
ones,
Remedy
be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Xj. AC.
,tains
absolutely nothing injurious. This Jas. Walters, of Duffleld, Va., writes:

remedy

:

The Largest and Finest Line of

In the matter of
Α ΙΑ ΛII J. Μ Λ

Jobbing promptly
Telephone connection.

Goods.

New

In the District Court of the Untte<t States for tin
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Plumbing

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F.

FRIENDLY WARNING.

,

XI. B. Poster,

In the matter of

To the creditors of Alvah .J. Marble In tht
County of Oxford anil illstrlct aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 30th day ol
Sent., Α. I). 1905, the said Alvah ·!. Marble wat
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrsi
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Parle, on the 18th day of Oct.,
Α. I). 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whl< li
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
and transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South l'arls, Oct. 2, l'J05.
UEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankrnptcv.

suits for

Junior

Norfolk and double breasted suits for boys from S
to 16.
Long trousers suits for the larger boys.

In the District Court of the United States fo
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

NOTICE·

Clothing offers proof of
showing in boys'

we are

We have suits for all ages.
boys from 3 to 8.

wearing apparel.

NOTICE.

)
In Bankruptcy.
DELBERT C.WALKER,
of Norway, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Delbert C. Walker li
the County of Oxfonl nnd district aforesaid:
Notice Is hereby given that on the '3rd dav ο
C. Walkei
Sept., A. D. 1905, the said Delliert
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Ore
be
held
at
the Court
will
of
his
creditors
meeting
House, In South I'arle, on the 18th day of Oct.
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at whlct
time the said creditors may attend, prove theli
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may proper
ly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Sept. 25, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee Id Bankruptcy.

new

Russian and

NOTICE.

We hereby express our warmest thanks
to the local W. C. T. U. for their generous entertainment, to the residents of
Bar Ilarbor who have kindly received us
into their homes, to the citizens and cottagers who aided financially, to the
officials of the Congregational church,
NOTICE.
to those who have furnished special
In the District Court of the United States for the
music, to the pages, and all others who
District of Maine. In bankruptcy.
have contributed to the success of this In the matter of
Lorenzo Weir of Wytopitlock, 47, was convention. We are also thankful for ALl'HONSO J. BILLINGS. ) In Bankruptcy,
}
of Oxford, Bankrupt. )
brought to the Eastern Maine General the usual reduction of transportation
To the creditors of Alphonso J. Bllllnars In the
Hospital, suffering from a wound in his rates.
County of < ixford and iflstrlct aforesaid :
right hip occasioned by the passage of a
Notice Is hereby given that on the 30th dav of
FULL OF TRAGIC MEANING
rifle bullet. It is understood that Weir
Sept., A. D. 1905, the said Alphonso J. Billings
Are these lines from J. H. Simmons, was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the llrst
was
in the woods Saturday, Sept. 30,
with a companion, and that the rifle of of Casey, la. Think what might have meeting of his creditors Will be held at the
In South Paris, on the 18th
Court
the latter prematurely exploded, wound- resulted from this terrible cough if he day of House,
October, A. 1). 1!D>5, at 10 o'clock
time the said
ing Weir severely but it is not thought had not taken the medicine about which In tbe forenoon, at which
he writes: "I had a fearful cough, that creditors may attend, iirove their claims,
critically.
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
I
disturbed
rest.
tried
my night's
and transact »uch other business as may
Elezar Geneet, aged 35 years, and an
come before said meeting.
everything, but nothing would relieve it,
employe of the Augusta Lumber Com- until I took Dr. King's New Discovery pro|>erly
South Paris, Oct. 2, 1905.
from
was
killed
GEO. A. WIL80N,
Monday by falling
pany,
for Consumption, Coughs and
Colds,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
a pile of lumber on which he was workwhich completely cured me." Instantly
ing on the wharf of the company's mill relieves and permanently cures all throat
to the rail of the schooner Abel Parker
and lung diseases; prevents grippe and
and from there into the water. The
At F. A. Shurtleff &
pneumonia.
body was recovered. A widow, a father, Co.'e, druggists; guaranteed; 50c. and NO NEEI> TO BE ALARMED ABOUT STOMthree sisters and four brothers survive.
ACH TROUBLES IF YOU USE MI-O-NA.
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
Joseph A. Buehey, 22 years of age, a
CURE GUARANTEED UY F. A. 8ΙΙΓΗΤJohn
of
Pond
PortIsland,
Darling
car inspector for the Maine Central at
I.EFF Jfc COMPANY.
was in Portland for the
Waterville, was fatally injured Sunday land harbor,
second
in his 55
of life, last
time
The most frequent affection of tbe
evening, the 1st. He was found on the week. He came at theyears
direction of the stomach is catarrh, as the delicate memplatform after a train bad pulled out. officers of the
Superior court to answer brane which lines the stomach is easily
He did not recover consciousness during
the few hours before his death, and it is to the charge of not having his lobster irritated by harmful food or overeating.
not certainly known how he received bis care properly marked. Ile is a hermit Keep a strict watch for tbe first sympin every sense of the word. He stays toms of stomach trouble.
Take this
injuries, but it is thought he was caught on
the island alone where he fishes and friendly warning in tbe spirit in which
between the bumpers.
email
He
a
neither
reads
is
and
it
it.
keeps
garden.
prolit by
given
nor writes and this is the reason that he
Shortness of breath, black specks beAN AWFUL COUGH CURED.
did not have hie cars properly marked.
fore the eyes, furred tongue, dizziness,
"Two years ago our little girl had a
belching of gases or sour food, weakness
touch of pneumonia, which left her
DON'T BORROW TROUBLE.
and debility are all eigne of catarrh of
with an awful cough. She had spells of
It is a bad habit to borrow anything, the stomach. There is no need to be
coughing, just like one with the whoop- but the worst thing you can possibly unduly alarmed, for this disease can be
ing cough and some thought she would borrow, is trouble. When sick, sore, cured by Mi-o-na. It is the only remedy
We got a bottle of
not get well at all.
heavy, weary and worn-out by the pains that strikes at tbe root of the evil and
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy which and
poisons of dyspepsia, biliousness, actually cures the disease.
charm.
She
a
like
acted
stopped cough- Bright's
It does not contain opium in any form,
disease, and similar internal
and
writes
Mrs.
and
stout
fat,"
got
ing
disorders, don't sit down and brood over acids, alcohol, or any other harmful drug
111.
This
Ora Buesard,
Burbaker,
your symptoms, but fly for relief to or chemical. It is a pure remedy that
remedy is for sale by Shurtleff & Co., Electric Bitters. Here you will find sure heals the irritated mucous membrane,
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford; and
permanent forgetfulness of all your stimulates tbe solar plexus, and aids
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
troubles, and your body will not be digestion.
burdened by a load of debt disease. At
Ask F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. to show you
Maine's list of coming murder trials the drug store of F. A. Shurtleff & Co. the guarantee under which they sell Mi
has by various means been sifted down Price 50c. Guaranteed.
o-na.
It costs but 50 cents a box, and
to one. Edward F. Cole of Portland is
your money is returned if it does not
A threatened strike of quarrymen at
now on trial, charged with the murder
help you.
last April of John F. Steeves, who Stonington was averted by granting the
had recently come from New Brunswick eigbt-bour day, with recognition of the
and
and bad been etopping with Cole.
union, the manufacturers retaining the
right to employ non-union foremen, masattended to.
ter mechanics and crane runners.
NOTHING TO FEAR.
were

the

estate of
MERCY W. KILGORE, late of Waterfonl,
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and glvei
bonds as the law directs. All persons havlnf
demands against the estate of said deceased an I
desired to present the same for settlement, am
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
J. BENNETT PIKE.
Sept. 19th, 1905.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that hi
has l>ecn duly appointed administrator of th<
estate of
STANLEY E. CON A XT, late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami glvet
All
bonds as the law directs.
persons havlnf
demands against the estate of said deceased ari
desired to present the same for settlement, am
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
SANFORD E. CONANT.
Sept. 19th. 1905.

stock of Bo\s'
superior values that

Our

—

Maine.
safe to give
"I had a cancer on my lip for years, that
small children, but is a medicine of
seemed incurable, till Bucklen's Arnica
NOTICE.
great worth and merit. It has a world- Salve healed it, and now it is perfectly The Arm of W. O. & G. W. Frothlngham havwide reputation for its cures of coughs, well." Guaranteed cure for cuts and ing this
day been dissolved bv mutual consent,
The York and Cumberland Christian (
colds and croup and can always be relied burns. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff à ill person· having unsettled account! with said
Conference is in session from Thursday
Urm are requested to settle same with the under,upon.
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff A Co., ,
Co.'s drug Btore.
until Sunday evening at the Christian «
signed, who hae bought all tbe assets and asSouth Paris; Jones Drag Store, Oxford;
turned all tbe liabilities of said firm.
church at the Center.
]Noyes Drag Store, Norway.
W. O. FROTH INGHAM
Oct. 3,1906.
Ernest
and
Lee
Two
brothers,
Smith,
About all the people of this place atof Caribou, were out in search of game
tended the Fryeburg fair.
iffOTica.
Dr.
Glasses on weekly
when Lee mistook bis brother Ernest for
payments.
Fred W. Brown is at work for S. L.
Whereas, my wife, Nora F. Hopkins, has left
]Parmenter. Bead my aa.
ιa deer, shooting him through the shoulPlummet, who is making quite extenny bed and board without Just cause, notice Is
Mr. Smith is at home in a critical : îereby given that all persons are forbidden to
der.
sive repairs and changes about
his
H«re U iUlltf for Worn··.
tarbor or trust her on my account, as I snail pay
<condition.
buildings.
io bills of her contracting after this date.
you have paloa la the back, Urlnair, BladW. S. Fox is looking up timber for the <derIf or
Dated at Sumner, Maine, this sixth day of
Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleasPLANS TO GET RICH
, )ctober, ▲. D. 1909.
ISaco River Lumber Co.
ant herb remedy (or woman'· Ilia, try Mother
WM. HOPKINS.
J
It
la
a
aafe
monthly
are often frustrated by sudden breakThere was work in the second and Qray'a AaitnlUb-LmT.
Witness: A. L. PALMER.
or by mall β0 cent*.
due
to dyspepsia or constipation.
third degrees and supper at Keasar Val· 6regulator. At DranrUta
iown,
FREE.
:
The
Mother
Addreaa,
Sample package
1Brace up and take Dr. King's New Life
Iley Lodge, 1.0, 0. F., laet Saturday (S ray Co., Le Roy, Ν. T.
for
Pills. They take ont tne materials I
I
have
for
sale
a
new tent, made of
1
which
are clogging your energies, and
store has been closed two ιDoat Get Footsore! Qet Allé»'· Foot-Eft··
weeks, the olerk, Mr. Carroll Allen, being ▲ wbnderful powder UuU cure· tired, aching, {jive von a new start. Cure headache 1 lice heavy duck. Sise 14 χ 28 feet.
iwolien, sweoOof feet and make· new or tight ιind dizziness too. At the pharmacy of
Apply to
ιsway on his vaoation.
easy. Asa to-day for Allen's foot-Kaae. 1ιP. ▲. Shnrtlefl Λ Co. 25 cents gnaranHABBT DUDLEY.
Ο. X· Andrews Is buying and shipping tihoM
at all Drool·*· and Shoe mem. Mots. Don't
Buokfl«ld«
>ipplss.
Md.
·yyrtri say inhitltntfι

)

or

FRED W. LOVE-TOY, minor; petition foi
llcensc to sell and convev real estate presented
by Addison Lane, guardian.

3—HOME INTEBESTS.

the,

forests

Northwest Bethel.
Wilson's Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. L. Farwell were
Oxford.
guests of relatives here the 1st inst.
The Bishop party started for home
Herbert Denning bas sold his house to
M. Penley and wife called on Mr. and
Sunday week in their automobile. They John Robinson.
Mrs. Sylvanus Mason the 3d, it being the
came from their home in Bridgeport,
The
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps 37th
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. PenConn., with it.

Ernest Bennett took the launch owned
by A. L. Salt across the carry into the
Umbagog, running it across the lake and
up the Androscoggin and the Magalloway as far as the Diamond Kips, with
Mrs. Salt and Master Lloyd as passengers.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Bennett of Errol
of Mrs. Bennett's parents,
are guests
Mr. and Mrs. John Olson.
Mr. and Mrs. H. 6. Bennett went to
the fair at Bethel. Mr. Bennett took a
severe cold and has been ill since hi· rereturn. Dr. Jones was called to see
him Saturday night.
Win. B. Garfield of Boston arrived at
Camp Garfield Saturday afternoon, C. T.
Fox guide.

charge of the engine during corn canning.
It brought to mind an incident which
happened when Quin assisted me one
haying season. Comine to a bridge over
the river, I stumped Quin to jump in,

"And

of

Fall

a

Store.

-

fiïlïï Λ?

"Λ "'"h '",b'"<l ,0ver
w imam lucuarasoa, wuo aiea at aouin
e,me ,rora cmc° '» Paris last
week, was a prominent citizen

ft c%7,Viz:er
Mrs

the

If in need of

Li.
Telephone

Oreenwood.
are

Leschetizky

Organ.
flethod.

Specialty

-

■

Prof. Brooks, also to attend the Eastern
Maine Music Festival.
Miss Carver returned Monday to resume her work in the academy, and her
substitute, Mies Lula Wormell, Bates '05,
returned to her studies.
Mr. Ernest Walker hae purchased the
"Harris store" in the block and it will
be made into rents.
Tuesday afternoon and evening the
Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church held the
annual harvest fair and supper. This
supper is always well patronized and the
tables of fancy and useful articles were
attractive and customers were plenty.
The result was most gratifying.
Thursday evening the C. E. held a
social at Garland chapel which was well
attended and enjoyed by all.
The Philbrook house on Church Street
has been Bold to Mr. Long.
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason is in Vernon, Vt.,
having been called there by the illness
of her sister-in-law.
Miss Helen Bisbee has gone to Boston
to continue her etudies in the Currie
School of Expression.
Mrs. Llewellyn Pratt has returned to
her home in Cambridge.
Mr. E. C. Bowler of the News went to
Palermo Saturday in his auto accompanied by his brother and sister and
Ernest, Jr. He returned Sunday accompanied by his father and mother who
will spend a few weeks in Bethel.
Robert Bisbee visited his mother and
sister a few days before starting south
to fill hie new position as head chemist
of the Raceland Sugar Refining Co.
Mrs. Andrews is in Buckfiela with her
sister, Mrs. DeCoster, who is ill.
Mr. J. U. Purington is changing the
power in his grain mill from steam to
gasoline and anew engine is being placed.
The C. E. will serve an oyster supper
at Garland chapel next Thursday evening.
Mr. Eli Stearns has commenced picking apples and reports a light crop in
this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Grover have returned from a delightful trip to Denver
and other cities in the West.

Charming

AT BAB HABBOB.

Ladies'

Pari*, rtaloe,

Teacher of Piano and

CONVENTION

STATE

PBEAMBLE.
Pupil of Miss Sawyer, Boston, and] over before buying. Our styles
The Maine W. C. T. U. in its 31st an- ] 'rof. Hanecom, Auburn.
Miss Grace Fogg of Lewiston is visit- aual convention assembled,
returns
Mixed Coats, 42 inches long, loose, tight fitting and half fitting,
PROBATE NOTICES.
Bumble thanks to our Heavenly Father
ing relatives here.
Price $10.00.
Estates
the
of
In
either
Interested
all
?o
Miss Carrie Hersey and a gentleman or his guidance in the past, and pravs
person»
hereinafter name<l :
of Portland came Wednesday and visit- for a quickening of the public conscience
Price $10 00.
Oxford gray, 47 inch box coat,
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
ed Carrie's grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. that still more rapid progress may be , or the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Price $5.98.
loose
thousand
one
Covert
of
Lord
our
coat,
cloth,
■'
In
the
to
Portland
year
Chas. Berry, and returned
made toward the destruction of the lept.,
line hundred and Ave. The following matter
Price $10.00.
colored coats,
Thursday. It is reported that she is to liquor system as it now exists in our ! living been presented for the action thereupon
Light
take another name and reside in Cali- nation.
lorelnafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdebed :
Price $8.98 to 15.
Black Coats, loose and tight fitting,
That notice thereof be given to all persons Infornia.
AND PROHIBITION. | erested, by causing a copy of this order to be
'
ABSTINENCE
TOTAL
Price $1.25 to 6.
Two sisters and a brother are visiting
and
Misses'
OxChildren's
In
tho
Coats,
mbllshcd three weeks successively
Mrs. Β. E. Gerrish, owing to her illness.
Resolved, That we hereby reiterate J ord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
and
one
of
these
are
a
at
bargains.
great
as
that
up-to-date
Every
they may appear
rar belief in total abstinence for the in'arls, In said County,
Mrs. Nellie DeCoster is reported
held at said Paris, on the
dividus and prohibition for the state 'robatc Court toofbe October,
improving.
▲. D. 1905, at 9
1 hlrd Tuesday
We
We were pleased to see Carroll Richer and nation.
renewedly pledge our- if the clock In tho forenoon, and be heard thereriding out Thursday after his severe selves to the support of our prohibitory in If they see cause.
which
we
consider
the best law
sickness.
law,
ARABELLA CARTER, late of Paris, de136 Main
18-4
t0
with the "qnor based ; sixth account presented for allowance
On the first day of the week, Oct. 1,
ίί6*1
Parris,
B. Carter and Perclval J.
Mary
>y
Lewisfrom
commend
the
We
traffic.
govsix auto loads of humanity
heartily
1 rustees.
ernor of the state for his successful enton and Auburn dined at Hotel Long.
CHARLES H. DAVIS, late of Lovell, deHon. and Mrs. G. D. Bisbee of Rum- deavors for its enforcement, and we are
gased; ti rial account presented for allowance
ford Fails and Homer N. Chase and wife grateful for the effective work of the en- iy Mary E. Davis, administratrix.
forcement commission. We are opposed
of Auburn have recently been in town.
ADONIRAM J. BERRY, late of Sumner, deof t,l° constitutional based
convev
Mrs. Eliza Dunham has returned from
; petition for license to sell and
tnLf58U amendment, and
Her prohibitory
will con- real estate presented by Frederick R. Dyer, acf·
a western trip to her home here.
mlnlstrator.
daughter, Mrs. Stover, has been with tinue to work against the efforts which
ADNA B.THAYER, late of Paris, deceased;
her a few days. She has returned to
fraternity both inside and
♦ «jq,Î2r
petition for license to convey real estate preber home at Auburn.
8tate' h°PinK to Rain some sented
by Ethel B. Thayer, administratrix.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Allen, late of Bos- form of license, is making for resubJOHN D.DUNN, late of Sumner, deceased;
Allen's
with
Mrs.
mission.
are
ton,
stopping
petition for license to sell and convev real estate
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Asa Atwood.
2 PBOTEST AOAINST LICENSE.
presented by Charles H. Bonney, administrator.
A grange social Tuesday evening, and
MAUD E. BATES, minor, of Sumner; petition
all
forms
Resolved, That we condemn
a church dinner Wednesday at the Bapfor license to sell and convev real estate presenttist vestry.
Tuesday the Buckfleld of license including the Gothenburg, dis- ed by Lewis C. Bates, guardian.
We
Literary Club met with Mrs. Ada Murcb. pensary or state control system.
CHARLES B. BESSEY, late of Woodstock,
The Nezinscot History Club met with will use our utmost influence ami en- dcccaed; llrst account presented for allowance
of
the
the
enforcement
deavor
toward
by (icorge II. Richards, executor.
Misses Sadie and Mary Spaulding.
J. Q. Allen of Paris has recently been prohibitory law and will «tand by those
•JULIA ti. BATES, late of I'arls, deceased;
I^ewlti
in town. He came for his son who had officials who faithfully observe its 1pro- flr<-t account presented for allowance by

My

Rerltalilniî

saw.

AT THE

driving her easy-going pacer.

church, officiating.
Trying XBtdpFogi rluT gationalist
Mrs. Schoonover and little niece Rosa
in Bangor this week to visit
-Ji,*?; Fs™uni·
are
Brooke
Νβ,β°β·

Song. Unaer the (>regon'8

South
1D0PTED

Laura Dean bae returned from Old
Orchard, where she has been stopping
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Store, Oxford.
1 if nothing more serious.
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Married.
Id South Paris, Oct. 4, by Rev. J. H. Little,
Mr Charles H. Tucker and Miss Florence W.
Powers, both of South Paris.
Id South Paris, Oct. 3, by Rev. J H. Little.
Mr. Albert Menry Russ and Miss Elizabeth
Scagell Sweetser, both of Woodstock.
In South Paris, Oct. 4, by Rev. A. K. Baldwin,
Mr. Asa F. Elllngwood of Upton and Mrs. Minnie Ε Abbott of South Paris.
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 1, Mr. John Warren
and Miss Mattle K. Richards, both of Andover.
In Bvron, Sept. 29, by Henry II. Richards,
Esq., Mr. Joseph F. Jabbar of Roxbury and Miss
Iva J. Robinson of Byron.
In Rumford Fall·, Oct. 2, by Rev. Fr. La·
Flamme, Mr. Albert D. Beaulleu and Miss Mary
Wage. both of Rumford Fa'ls.
In Rrownfleld, Sept. 30. Mr. Albert Johnson
and Mrs. Bailey, both of Brownfleld.
In Rumford Falls, by Rev. 0. A. Martin. Mr.
Win. Wells and Hiss Alice tiaudett, both of
Rumford Falls.

,.

u

Died.

^Hubert

Id Paris, Oct. 2, George L. Deao,
In Bethel, Sept. 30, Samuel B. Twltchcll, aged
76 years.
In 8outh Paris, Oct. 1, Mrs. Susan K. Llbby
aged 75 years.
In Norway, Oct. 3. Miss Eliza A. Butterfleld,
aged 77 years.
In Andover. Oct. 3, Richard McAllister, aged
91 yea», 2 months.
In Lcwlston, Oct. 7, Mrs. Rhoda E., wife of
Nathaniel M. Rowe, of Parle, aged 09 years.

SIMPLE REMEDY FOR CATARRH.
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Paris.

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
an«l Poplar delivered at
any station.

MAINE.

TWITCHELL. Guide,
South Paris, Maine.

Headwaters Aroostook River.
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and deer.

LawSummer outing tripe a specialty.
ful number of deer guaranteed to hunters in locality named.
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caliber revolver,
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FUR COATS
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sure

Eye Strain Can be Prevenietl
by wearing glasses
by

ted

fit-

S. Richards,

Coats

just

have

coats have

These

They are

shown.

heavy quilted

etc.

lin-

well made, well trimmed with
Nutria and Marmot collars and cuffs.

ings,

are

They

and

one

are

very desirable

cannot

garments

help being suited.

PRICES $15 TO $45.
Give Us

you

a

Call.

F. PLUMMER, £££&,,

J.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

Telephone 106-3.

factory

please you. My stable
and the girths are
material
good strong

ever

Coon, Siberian Bear, Martin, Calf,

Cure
Dyspepsiaeat·

in direct from the

we

made from fine selected skins from

No. 6 Pleasant Street.

Digests what

largest variety of Fur

Wc have the

OPTICIAN,

GRADUATE

91,«78,962 09

F. Ε. TIMBERLAKE, Bank Examiner.

them that will

corded web instead of tape.

I

selling

am

a

good

full lined stable

blanket for $i.oo.

JAMES N. FAVOR, BMiW0·"
Norway, Maine.

βΧ Main St.,

JB

ALL STYLES
*****^

GLASSES
Easy Weekly Payments

On

NORWAY.

-

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

Horse Blankets for Stable and Street.
and I

We have the best,

seen ours.

SOUTH PARIS.

Paris.

good
constant study

is

Kodol

I have about 700 blankets

$15.

to

on

OR GIRL

to,

C. S. WILSON,
South Paris.

Oxfords, $5

Rain Coat until you have

Children 15c.

to affect the eyes.

Ε. H. PIKE,
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Don't
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$1,278,962 «U

That Boy

PEELED PULPW00D.

Special guide

coats in Blacks or

sale at Shurtleff's.

Wanted.

Cold Weather Goods
Everything

in Women's and Children's

wear

from

Hosiery to Jackets.

Misses' Coats.

Heavy Underwear.

(roud styles, best materials.
These sudden changes give you the
is
underwear
warmer
a
little
just
chills,
ONE LOT Misses' Coats of heavy goods,
what you need.
in blue, brown and green, belt, cuff
and collar trimmed with braid, full
FLEECED UNDERWEAR in ladies' or

children's sizes, good quality,

values,

....

great

length,

sizes β to 14 years,

25c. OX Κ LOT of

UNIOX SUITS of fleeced jersey, long
sleeves, high neck, full length, all
50c.
sixes,

$3.98

heavy material, brown,

green and blue with white dots, largo
collar, cutT and belt trimmed with
velvet and braid, sizes <5 to 14 years,

$7-50

LIGHT WEIGHT Woolen Vests and
ONE LOT of novelty goods, brown and
DR. A. DeWITT PARM ENTER,
pants, women's sizes, fine yarns, good
Many
gray mixture, loose back, strapped
75C.
value,
All glares made according to Prescription. Satisfaction guaranteed.
with goods, turn back cuff, velvet
work.
of
kinds
All
repair
FKEE.
Optical
TESTED
living testimonials. EYES
FLEECED HOSE, large line, plain, and
18
about
me
collar,
very serviceable, 14 to
Consult
your
I MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY. 15 years experience.
ribbed top, white and black feet, ft>r
$10.00
....
years,
women, plain and ribbed for children,
""
Large lines in infants' sizes.
25c.
extra quality,

Eye Specialist.

OB. HIER, GRADUATE OPTICIAN,

fë? Next Door

to

Hobbe' Variety Store, Norway, Maine.

HILLINERY.
Mrs. E. A. Howe is

now

ready

to make

Norway, Maine,

your

Winter Hat.
OUR

Underwear,
is now in.

We

A Full Line of

MARKET

Hosiery, Gloves,
are

always glad

to show our

SQUARE,

I

goods.

SOUTH PARIS.

can

A. W. WALKER & SON,
\

-S*

All kinds of Job Work done to

order..

_

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

Engines

FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
IN OPERATION.

'

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal
Stove.
—

Threshing !

International Gasoline

OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL !

Etc.

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You

RANGES !
WOOD STOVES !

STOCK OF WINTER

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

Wpermanent

»

Reserved Seats

South

t7m

$10

Short

7 :3ο in front of hall.

at

Admission 25c.

WEST PARIS,

Long Loose Overcoat Leads Again

The

HIGH DIVE

Pharmacist.

Office, South

Next to Post

$10, $12, $13, $14, $15, $16, $17, $18.

Dog that loops the loop.

A

cents.

25

SeSt

completely

cure

sure
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raSubmaster
principal

I

a

Songs.

The Best Comedians.

for that

j

K°odij

Uni-

than to have the

ready

Just a few words about ours. We have a large
variety of SUITS in CASHMERES, WORSTEDS,
and SCOTCH EFFECTS, cut in the latest styles
Made by the best
of single and double breasted.
makers in the world and our prices are $5, $7.50,

.

Illustrated

one

Headache

versal

Presidejl

Satur-1

two doses of

Oct. 10th,

Pictures,

be

to

chilly days catch you unawares. You lose
rather than gain by waiting, for surely there is keen·
er satisfaction in the first pickings.

Night Only,

Tuesday,

much wiser

this year. For New England winters it is the only suitable overcoat to
Some of
We have them in Blacks, Grays, and Fancy Mixtures.
wear.
to
them are rain-proofed. $7.50, $10, $12,
$18

SOUTH PARIS,

One

eo

first

have been cured of catarrh
If it does not cure you, 7.
the
A. Shurtleff & Co. will return
money you pay for Hyomei. This is the
strongest evidence that can be offered as
to their faith in the remedy.

_

or

It's

people who
by Hyomei.

your

you may find in

To-day.

soothes and heals the mucous membrane
of the air passages, prevents irritation
and effects a complete and lasting cure.
In Paris there are scores of well known

The Linn Educated DOGS,
MONKEYS, and High Class

THAT

and Overcoat Question

it will cure the worst case of catarrh. It

NEW HALL

Suit

Settle the

Better

ognized by leading members of the medical profession as the only advertised
remedy that can be relied upon to do
just what it claims. The complete outfit of Hyomei costs 91.00, and consists of
an inhaler, a medicine dropper, and a
bottle of Hyomei.
Breathe Hyomei through the inhaler
for a few minutes four times a day, and

mo-

one

ment

BLUE 8TORE8.

A

If a few years ago someone bad said
you can cure catarrh by breathing air
charged with a healing balsam, the idea
would have been ridiculed, and it remained for that eminent investigator, R.
T. Booth, to discover in Hyomei this
method of cure.
Hyomei has performed almost miraculous cures of catarrh, and is to-day rec-

aged 47 years.

has^

TIMES

Piano le«»on$

given day

or

evening.

Reasonable

rates.

Mrs. Parmenter, Piano Instructor.
Write

or

leave order at Dr. Parmenter's

Optical Otlice, Norway.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

AN ULD Bti'S TRIBUTE

—

Cured of a Terrible Case After Ten
Years of Suffering.

Wool Carpets
close

to

odd patterns and clean

out

up stock-

When suffering daily torture
From backache, rheumatic pain,
Auy ill of kidneys or bladder,
Turn to Doan's Kidney Pills.
A cure endorsed by thousands.
Read an old man's tribute.

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor,
"I was cured by Doan's
says:
Kidney Pills of a severe case of kidney
trouble ο f
eight or ten
standyears'
ing. I suffered

Ohio,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

the most severe

backache and

other pains in
the region of
the k i dneys.
These were es-

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Easy Pill
^

^
I

Easy to take and easy to act is
that famous little pill DeWltt'a
This Is due to
Little Early Risers.
the (act thai they tonic the liver Instead of purging It. They never gripe
nor sicken, not even the most delicate
lady, and yet they are so certain la
results that no one who uses them la
disappointed. They

cure

torpid liver,

biliousness, jaundice,
headache, malaria and ward olf pneu-

constipation,

I

monia and fevers.

IUMIU

IT

ON IT

B. C. DeWITT * CO., CHICAGO

Forgit th· Nan·. 4

Don't

)

Early Risers
F. A.

by

Sold

Shurtieff A Co.

[astern steamship Company.
Portland Division.
PORTLAND

AND BOSTON LINE.

$1.23.

F«ro

steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at

Superb

7

Old,

An Ohio Fruit Raiser, 78 Years

new

P. M.

AU cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is iusured
against tire and marine risk.

pecially

severe

when stooping
to lift any-

SIDNEY JUSTUS.

thing. and often I could hardly straighten

The aching was bad in the
daytime, but just as bad at night, and I
I was
was always lame in the morning.
bothered with rheumatic pains and dropsical swelling of the feet. The urinary
passages were painful, and the secretions
were discolored and so free that often
I had to rise ai night. I felt tired all
day. Half a Ih>x served to relieve me,
back.

my

aud

effected

boxes

three

permanent

a

cure."

A FIIEE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed ou application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
buru Co.. Buffalo, X. Y.
dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

Ε. IV.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will furnish
Mze or Style at

DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
•er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood K'.oor Boards for sale.

W,

E.

CHANDLER,

Main»

c.'«t Sumner

Franklin

J. F. LISCOMB,
Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

President
CALVIN AUSTIN,
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.
Vice

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Oculist,

will be

at

Elm House,

1st, and ist

Tuesday, Aug.

Tuesday

Office
of each following month.
hours, 10:3ο A. m. to 4 p. M.

vored

Some

are

blacker
—

cocoa as

price.

Tie Walter M.

Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

possible.

Lowney's, if
made abroad and duties paid,
would cost double the Lowney

High Grade Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

cocoa

Such

Mouldings s,JL

Lowney Co.,

rsiTEU

DISTRICT OF MAINE.

So.
)! Invol.
In
LW.
SOLOMON STEINKELD,
Bankrupt. ) Bankruptcy
ft
Brunel-HlgGreenounh
Company.
Byron,
(tins Shoe Company, awl Allen A Company
PetlM>nerein Involuntary Bankruptcy against
Solomon Stetnfel'l of Rumfonl. having move<l to
have eal<1 proceeding» <tlamlaee«l. a hearing will
!« ha<l thereon, at Portland, In sal<t District, on
the tith lav of October. Λ. I> 1903, at 10 A. M,
when all creditors may appear ι·η«1 »«e heard
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk

SOUTH PARIS.

POITRHWŒîHCAF
Coldsi Pmwts Γ

DA)fi
FILL OUT. CUT
PLEASE SEND

A Little Eaaay

in<j4^nge$

improvemei its

than all other ranges

Single Damper (p. itented) ; worth the price
Saves I uel—saves worry.

Cup-Joint Oven Flu ςS ;

never

leak.

Insure bet-

baking.
Improved Dock-Ash Gràte (patented); makes

a

ill k< ep over night Saves fuel,
goes on in place of the usual end shelf.

better fire—one that

w

Shelf;
supplementary gas range

Gas

Our New Plain Dei igns—less nickel oraamentamaking a hit. J^rtistic, handsome, easily kept

tion—are
clean.

ThlMTwIUwiUwipBiinlt

Bears the

Signature
of

WOOD ASHE S FOR

SALEI

In any quar itity desired.
CAR

LOAD

LOT S A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particular» addreu,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

▲ NEW

Boy*.

but soap. If I had my way the world
would be girls aud the rest dolls. My
papu is so nice that I think he must
have been a little girl when he was a
little.boy. Man was made, and on the
seventh day he rested. Woman was

made, and he has

never

rested since."

Freddy—I know a man who makes
5100 a week, and still he Is In reduced
circumstances.
Teddy—He must be an extravagant
fellow.
Freddy—No. He's a living skeleton.
Krjr to the Panier.
No. 250.—Easy Arithmograph: Foliage.
No. 231.—Quick Lunch: Eleven.
No. 252.—Missing Vowels:

A
COUNTRY
MAJOR
CUT
AON
PAN
ρ
υ Τ τ τ
D
Μ
ΡΛΤίΚΝΤ

R

IsONKRB
Α
Ν Κ Ν Τ L

PR
Ρ

Ε

Η

Μ

Υ

No. 255.—Word Squares: I.—1. Peace.
2. Earls. 3. Areas. 4. Clara. 5. Essay,
II.—1. Quart. 2. Umber. 3. Abase. 4,
Uests. 5. Tress.
No. 250.
A* Literary Jumble: "A
%
Tramp Abroad," by Mark Twalu.
No. 257.— A Big Word: Feathered.
Feat, feather, cat. at, the, there, he,
her, here, ere, red, ed.
No. 258.-Odd Subtractions: Ti(m)e.
—

(C)owl.

P(l)aln.

Ne<x>t.

C(o)at

Famous Novelists: Barr.
No. 250.
Ebers. Holmes. Kipling.
No. 200.—Strange Cities: Charleston.
Mobile. St. Paul.
—

BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS.
Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, 111.,
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty
years and never got relief until I used
Foley's Honey and Tar which is a sure
cure." F. A. Shnrtleff A Co.

shed lint it will polish glass.
The best dishcloths are made of knittod cotton, for they wash again and again
and look like new. After using always
wash a dishcloth with soap and water,
then rinse thoroughly and hang in the
air to dry.
Pretty porch chairs have woven graes
seats and back of every ehade of green.
Throw the egg shells into the stockpot directly the contenta are used.
Tarnished silverware may be brightened by permitting it to lie for half an
hour or ao in sour buttermilk.
Black and red ante can be driven away
with a few grains of tartar emetic in a
.saucer of sugar and water.
Tea stains on your napkins and tablecloths may be removed by plunging them
into fairly strong ammonia water.
In order to remove the cake from the
pan smoothly, place the pan for a tew
minutes on a cloth wet in hot water.
Fish for frying should always be dried
thoroughly and dredged thickly with
fiour before being brushed over with

egg and bread-crumbs.

Laundry

Notée.

Every laundress is not aware of tbe
fact that to dampen clothes with hot

water makes them iron more evenly nor
that shirt fronts starched on the right
side will not blister. Making the starch
with soapy water or with milk produces
a good gloss that does not aggressively
shine in imitation of the masterpieces
turned out by the heathen Chinese.
Just now, when brown and tan stockings are so much in vogue, it is worth
while to know that they should never be
ironed, as the heat causes them to turn
yellow. When dry they should be
smoothed out with the hands on the
ironing board.
Iron mould on garments has often
come near being their finish, but if
treated in the following manner, the
stain will soon disappear. To one pint
of boiling water add half a lemon, peeled and sliced, and a good handful of
Throw in the article and
coarse salt.
boil in a large enameled utensil for half
an hour; then rinse in warm water.
This method will cure even a stubborn
case.

Paint stains on clothes may be removed by applying a little spirits of turpentine. Hub the parts very carefully and
afterward hang them in the air to take
away remaining smell of the turpentine.
Children in school have an unfortunate
habit of getting ink spots on their shirtwaists. These blemishes may be removed by soaking the affected part in milk
or by sprinkling on salt and lemon juice
:ind pouring boiling water through while
the garment is held over a basin.
These are just a few of the many
remedies one thinks one knows until the
crucial moment of applying them arrives.

To Treat Plants that do not Thrive.

Sometimes when you first bring rubber plants and palms indoors for the
winter they do what florists characterize

us

"sulking."

They'll get over it after a little although
it may be in that time some of the leaves
will yellow and drop.
The best thing to do is to make two or
three little holes in the earth, close to
the roots, and pour down a tablespoonful or two of olive oil; it seems to feed
them in a way that keeps the leaves

bright and glossy.

SPENT MORE THAN $1000.
W. W. Baker of Plainview, Neb.,
writes: "My wife suffered from lung
trouble for fifteen years. She tried a
number of doctors and spent over $1000
without relief. She became very low
and lost all hope. A friend recommended Foley's Honey and Tar and thanks to
♦his great remedy it saved her life.
She enjoys better health than she has
Refuse substiknown in ten years."
tutes. F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.

Him.—"I see that a Chinese
dramatic company is touring the conn-

very notion!" chirped Mrs.
"We will give one to intro-

"The

Cricket.

duce Tweedie to society."
"We'll have the katydids for fiddlers."
Mr. Cricket said. "1 hear that new or
chestra is the finest ever."
"Oh. yes. papa, and do have a jarfiy
or two!" bopped Miss Twvedle Cricket.
"I l^ve the sound of their clarinets"
For a week before the i:u> alipîiî
night which was to see the crickets'

^

M1 wish to My a few words In praise of the
It
True "L. F.' Atwood's Bitters. I hare taken
for rears and find it to be the best all round
laxative medicine I can set. I was feeling
bottle»
very bad last spring and took several
and it made me feel Ilk· a new man. If this
Increasin
use
be
of
any
toyou
will
testimonial
ing the sale of your medicine you are at liberty
to us· it. This medicine is surely a boon «ο
all mankind."—5. W. Gordon,ChtsitrvtUt. Mt.

"

lie—Well, where would
him to have it?

on

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups· It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
Albstance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhœa and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates (lie
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

AND ROAD BILLS.
1905.

13 "β

miles

16, to 5 days adj. session at Parle,

18 00
8 40
!) 00
8U6
15 00
5 60

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
TMC CENTAUR COMPANY, FT ftiUIMAV STRICT, NCW YORR CITY.

"We can't afford to invite
Cricket
them."
The refreshments were honoydew arranged In rose leaves, and the orchestra was practicing new pieces for
the occasion. It seemed too bad for a
debutante to appear In black, but no

cricket ever wears anything else, so
Miss Tweedie had to be content with
her shiny black silk gown.
The glowworms' lamps were glowing, the katydids fiddled away for dear

life, and the crickets were swarming
In circles when Mr. Rooster, returning
from a late ward meeting, concluded
that this must be a banquet especially
arranged for him. Rut Mr. Rooster had
been listening to speeches until he was
drowsy. Ile was not quick enough for
the beetles and crickets, though if they
had invited a few worms I think he
would have pot them. As it was. the
minute he set his foot in the ballroom
they all tied out of the way under a
leaf, the glowworms darkened their
lamps, and you would never have
guessed that there was a crickets' ball
a

mile.—Worcester Post.

To DEAN A.

5-10, to 6 days on Lake trip and
φ 18 00
heating at Mason,
Travel for same, 196 miles

15 68
6 oo
3 20
12 00
7 70

Travel for same, 97 miles
22-24, to 3 day* locating state road at
Bucktleld
Travel for same, 95 miles,
Aug. 7-9, to 3 days at Paris, adj session,.
Travel for same, 40 miles,
Aug. 10-13, to 4 days at Oxford, pet. selectmen
Travel for same, 65 miles,
Aug. 15, to 1 day at Frycburg, pet Charles
et al»,
Travel for same, 17 miles,
Sept. 4-7, to 4 days at Paris, reg. session,
Travel for same, 80 miles,

June

AS

12 oo
5 20
3 00
1 36
12 no
6 40

AS

Parle, September 7, 1905.

COUNTY OF OXFORD

To EDWARD P.

1905.

DAILY

δ 92
24 00
17 44
6 00
112

South

One of the
Season's Successes

COUNTY OF OXFORD,

YORK

bring you

or

"Why

did the colonel

steamboat?"

jump

88.

September", 1905.

PARIS,

Having examined and audited the above
accounts, we allow the following sums :
To Randall L. Taylor
« 13124

To Edward P. Faunce

and

tee

that it

Bean the

Signature of

ST*

C*Jtf/%7<UcZÏ4<
y

In Uae For Over 80 Tears.
The Kind Toe Bave Always Bought.

"Why

did

your

father

Fritz?"
"Because he's bigger'n I

whip

am

you,

!"

"Place not your trust in riches"—
The text is wise and just;
Reverse the case—be smart, and place
Your riches in a trust!

MAINE.

TERMS: $25 TO WARRANT.

Chocolate and

Orange Jumbles.

These are

following

freateet

2.20 1-4.

House of S rooms, stable and two | 3d dam, Mermaid
by Dictator, 113.
Sister of La Oacaletta, 2.29 8-4 : fframlnm of
acres of land, fruit trees, etc.
All in
Lurretla, 2.20; Klalue, 2.2* 1-2; <lam of Almont
good condition. Apply to
Dictator, Hire of 1.
F. A. TAYLOR,
WILL STAND AT W. J. WnEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS,
Buckfit-ld, Me.
TERMS: 925 TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

Glenwood
"NIakes Cooking Easy"

▲ few weeks ugo we received through
our Taris brunch a Cape like the one
illustrated—a distinctly pew model gar-

Your Old Range taken, in· Exchange/

ment that merits the attention it is receiving in Paria this season. We turned it over to a prominent New York

I. W.

manufacturer, who has duplicated it
faitiirully.

Double Cape Wrnp I· 40 Inches
long, the top cape extending below the
hips. It 1» a coat-effect garmont. but
•leevelena; graceful, comfortable— can be
It Is
worn without crushing the gown.
made with a Neapolitan collar and fasfront.
ten· down the

J. WALDO

Thla

Made of broadcloth In black and various
cardinal, navy, tan. gray and
■hades
green—also In popular mannish mixtures.

NASH,

SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

CASTORIA

for Infants and Children.

Bears the

Τ"

Tbi Kind You Have Always Bought

Licensed Taxidermist,

//€/>.

MASONIG BLOCK,

Telephone

Connection.

$14.96

The Price

Address, Room 201,

If you

R. H. Macy & Co., New York

1237 Farm Hunters answered our newspaper advertising during July.
If you want to get a quick, cash salo
vrite today for our FREE description
blanks, so thatyonr farm may be brought
i«> the attention of these Farm Buyers.
We require no advance payment
"Strout's Bargain List" of big trades
mailed free.

now

TRUES
ELIXIR

t worm remedy mad·. It has
been In uae sine· 1851· Is purely vegetable, harmlees and «Actual, where
no worms are prcsentlt acts

aaaTonlc,

and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowel·. A. positive cut· for Constipation and Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy In all the common complaint·
of children. Prie· M eta, Ask your
druggist (or it
ΒλΤ T. TRUE A CO., iikin, He,
lp*cUJ tntUMSl IfcfTtp· W.rmi. Pre* r>mphL*L

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,
Agonte.

*

FROTHlNGHAM, South Pari·.
FRENCH, Norway.

D. M.

Send

Meat Market.
on

good,

Roofing

for

Free

Sample

It will save you
"Building Economy."
money. Don't take a cheap imitation. Get the genuine—
the roof that lasts. A complete rooting

and book

THAYER' »

Fresh meats of all kinds constantly
hand.

knew how

really is; if you only knew how easily it can bo
put on and how long it lasts; if you only know
what a good all-round roof it is, you would eavo
money by using it for every building on tho place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
any one can lay it. Let us prove to you what the
genuine Paroid Hoofing will do.

130 Niimu St., Ν. Y. Trtmonl Tempi·, BOSTON
W. O.

only

durable, how satisfactory

Paroid

1

|

—

Hundred! of children and adults have
worm·, but are treated for other diseases.
The symptoms are:—Indigestion, with a
varlableappetlte ; fou I tongue; offensive
breath ; hard and full belly with occasional griping·and nains about tfc e navel;
eyes heavy and dull ; ltcblng of the noee;
snort, dry cough ; grinding of the teeth ;
starting during sleep ; slow fever ; and
often In children, convulsion·.

***""""'

A

NORWAY.

—

on

kit in every roiL

S. P. MAXIM & SOX,

j

AGENTS,

pork a specialty. I
every Monday after- ]

South

Corned beef and salt

Paris,

Maine.

Freeh fish arrives
noon and Thursday morning.
Ara shipping live stock every week,

T. Tliayer,

J particulars,^

I

MK.

There's One Range
That's Always Good

and paying full market price.
eaor
Co.;
don't say it."
of baking powder
teaspoonfuls
heaping
Stevens.
Orin
"Don't say what?"
and a little salt. When the dough is,
WANTED.
"Don't say that they never miaa their
SOUTH PARIS, j
MARKET SQUARE,
ready, divide into two parts. To one! Farmer—Which season of the year do Good board and
Oil** »
pleasant, lam, sunny rooms,
add one-half cup of gntted chocolate, to
or summer?
for family of three or four adults and two chilyou
prefer—winter
the other tbe juice and grated rind of a !
dren. Hotel or private family, latter preferred.
Sommer boarder—Well, in winter I Price·
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
Address with fall
cat In
must be reasonable.
and colds and prevents pneumonia. large, sweet orange. Boll thin,
sommer and in sommer I prefer"
prefer
oven,
Take no substitutes. W. A. Shnrtlsff Λ fancy shapes and bake in qnlok
^ goGKRS, East Lyme, Com».
winter.
ι They are good alao plain or with lemon,

Co.

DIRECT.

COUNT

14128

Foaled Juue 2·"»,
Black colt, large etripo, front ankles white, hind legs white.
1S1 40
Ballard,
CHARLES P. BARNES, Attorney for Maine, 1902. Bred at Village Farm.
for Oxford County.
Sired uy Direct Hal, 2.04 1-4.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.
......
by Mambrino King, 1^7'.·
A true copy—attest :
Dam, The Countess,
Dam of ClilincHbrino (4), 2.23 1 -Ι, sire ot Florida
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.
Chimes (p), '2.16 14, and 2 others In 2.30.
2d dam, Toilet,
by Almont, Jr., 1S2Î».
For Sale.
Dam of Residuary Legatee. 2.311-2: Geyser Boy,

a

homesiok."

JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.

To Dean A.

off the

Important to Mother·.
Examine carefully «very bottle of CASTORIA,
a aafe and rare remedy for Infanta and children,

Black stallion, white ankles

Sired by Da it κ Devil, 2.09, by Mambkixo Κίνα, "The Handsomest Horse in
Jkwkl (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwkl.
King, (p) 2.10 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right hind ankle
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mont Ju., Is-".».
white. Foaled June 8, 1886.
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.1'ί 3-4; Ward well, 2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.11 -î 4 :
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwcll, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4; And 40 others
in 2.30.
DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J. WHEELER, SOUTH

the above named Randall
L. Taylor, Edward P. Faunce, ami Dean A.
Ballard and made oath that the above account*
by them made and subscribed are just and
true. Before me,
CHARLES F. WHITMAN,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.

his

"Ho found out after it'd started that it
was a temp'rance society excursion."

sample copy.

WM. J. WIIEELEK, South Paris, Me.

Foley's

consumption.
quickly

cures

isee

Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king.
behind, 10 hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by

and prevents serious result*. It is old and reliable, tried and tested, safe and sure,
contains no opiates and will not constipate. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

iloney and Tar

a

DECORATE.

9 00
128
9 00
1 Γ

DANGER IN FALL COLDS.
Fall colds are liable to hang on all
winter having the seeds of pneumonia,

bronchitis

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWTRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

9 00
6 56

MAINE.

Personally appeared

only

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

own

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

PAPER.

Paris, Scptcml>er 7, 1905.
STATE OF

your

NEWS-

18 00
6
6 00
2 72
3 00
112
6 oo
1 12

EDWARD P. FAUNCE.
Ai Ulh i?·

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm anil have n<>t
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
Î1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
TRIBUNE is

Tribune, which is

A

FAUNCE, Dr.

May 16,17, to Rumfonl R. R. hearing, 2
$ 6 00
days,

Travel 74 miles
June 5-12, to Masi>nand Lake trip, 8 days,
Travel 218 miles
June 13,14, to Paris, adj. session, 2 days,
Travel 14 miles,
June 15,16,17, to Canton and Peru, fctate
road. 3 days
Travel 86 miles
June 22,23, to Bucktleld, state road, 2 days,
Travel 34 miles
July 24, to Paris, 1 day,
Travel 14 miles,
Aug. 8, 9, to Paris, adj. session, 2 days,..
Travel 14 miles
Aug. 14,15.16, to Fryeburg, pet. select
men and Inhabitants, 3 day*,.
Travel 82 miles
Aug. 10,11,12, to Oxford, pet. selectmen,
3 days,
Travel 16 miles,
Sept. 5,6,7, to Paris, reg. session, 3 days,
Travel 14 miles,

ie a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good an a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrier
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondayfi, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news ci The Daily

GOOD

$131 40
DEAN A. BALLARD.

South

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

9 00
7 60
9 00
3 20

«141 28

A Paris Model
Cape for Women

HES: 21

BALLARD, Dr.

12-13, to 2 days at Paris, adj. session,
Travel for same, 40 miles,
June 14-17, to 4 day* locating state roads,
Canton and Peru,

June

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Parts, September 7,1905.

COUNTY OF OXFORD
1905.
June

ALWAYS

Signature of

Bears the

3 00
5 60

$13124

South

CASTORIA

GENUINE

15 00
ti 96

RANDALL L. TAYLOR.

expect

you

What is CASTORIA

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT

It makes no difference how long you
have been sick, if you are troubled with
indigestion, constipation, liver and kidney troubles, Hollister's Rocky Mountain
Tea will make you well. 3ô cents. F.
A. Shurtleff & Co.; Orin Stevens.

smile

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

STATE OF MAINE.

state roads at Canton and Peru
Included
Total travel on above 87 miles,...
Juno 23, to 1 day nt Bucktleld on app. for
désignation stale road,
Travel <0 ml!es
Aug. 12, to 6 days at Paris, and on defining limits of highways In the
town of Oxford, (3 days)
Travel on above, Inclusive, 105
miles
Aug. 16, to 3 days on pet. Dr. Charles et
ale. to widen highway
Travel on above, 112 miles
Sept. S, to 5 days reg. session at Paris,...
Travel on same, 70 miles

"A friend is a
an essay.
person who knows all about you, and
likes you just the same."

a

All Counterfeits, Imitations and Jnst-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

TRUE L. F. RENEWS THE ENERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR AND
8TRENQTH TO BODY AND MIND

THE

June

other day in

She—He's always got

and has been made under hi» personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.

May 16, to 1 day at Rumford Falls to
meet R. R. Commiedoners,... # 3 00
96
Travel 12 ml'ee
June 5 to 10, to 6 days at Mason, Riley, In00
18
Lake
roads,
cluding
Travel on above, (Inclusive) 172

ball little snapper bug messenger boys
were hurrying to and fro all through
the grass, inviting every beetle of any
standing at all. The worms were left
out. "Crawling creatures!" said Mrs.

.^V^<VNXV^\X\\XXN,V«t

—-

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

1905.

a

face now.

ifatoVW^Vv^vr-.^Wv.

COUNTY OK OXFORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dk\
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CASTORIAI

THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

September Term,

definition of "friend" was
Manchester school boy the

A new

given by

Girls, if you want red lips, laughing
quite toothsome made in the
eyes, sweet breath and good looks use
waj: One cap of batter, two Hollister's
"Wonder what they play?"
Rooky Mountain Tea. The
cups of sugar, four well-beaten eggs,
beautifier known. 35 cents,
"Something Chinese, of course—but three scant cup· of fiour sifted with two
Tablet·. 7. ▲. Shurtleff A

try."

Hoppy Cricket and Mr. Chirpy Cricket,
who overheard them, thought they
meant sure enough ball, with music
and dancing.

A DOZEN TIMES A NIGHT.
Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton Ferry, W.
Va., writes: "I have had kidney and
bladder trouble for years, and it became
so bad that I was obliged to get up at
least a dozen times a night. I never received any permanent benefit from any
medicine until I tried Foley's Kidney
Cure. After using two bottles, I am
cured." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

College Fudge.
thing.'^
Mr. Chellus (sternly)—"I've come for
A college girl gives this as her recipe
"WATCH THE KIDNEFS."
for an explanation."
tor making fndge: Boil a fourth of a
Miss Gidday—"About what?"
"When they are affected, life is in
Mr. Chellus—"I want to know what cake of chocolate, a pound of granulated danger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great
a cupfnl of milk,
Foley's Kidney
English physioian.
you mean by being engaged to Jack sugar (two cupfuls),
ana a teaspoonful of butter, five minutes.
Cure makes sound kidneys. F. A. ShurtGayman and to me at the same time."
remove from the fire and add a
Then
&
Co.
leff
Miss Gidday—"Nothing."
pound of marshmallows, cut into small
Dr. Thirdly—"Sorry your husband
pieces. Beat until the candy begins to
No danger of consumption if yon use
then pour into buttered tins. The isn't oat to church to-day; is he ill?"
stiffen,
Foley's Honey and Tar to cure that stub- brown fndge should be well spotted with
Mrs. Hicks—"No, he isn'.t 111 exactlyborn cough. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
the white of the marshmallow·.
just one of his weekly attacks of being
Warning

u3»i

The two boys on tlie lawn t.'.ikoJ
about a cricket ball—they meant a
linrd ball, like a baseball, with «which a
luit .Mrs.
pnnie called cricket is played

embarrassed
"Weren't you awfully
when you met your husband's first wife
at the reception yesterday?"
"I don't know why I should have been.
She was wearing a hat that I am positive
never cost half as much as mine."

Another way is to wipe each leaf with
cloth moistened in the oil. It makes
NEVER ASK ADVICE.
theui look as though varnished—like
artificial plants—for a few daye, but
When you have a cough or cold don't
gradually the oil will become absorbed. ask what is good for it and get some
Don't try this latter process, though, medicine with little or no merit and
if you are about to commence houseperhaps dangerous. Ask for Foley's
cleaning or just before sweeping, unless Honey and Tar, the greatest throat and
they are sure to be removed beyond in- lung remedy, it cures coughs and colds
Indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, sidious attacks of dust. The oil attracts quickly. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
and
all
and
liver
disorders,
kidney
dust in quantities, not only to make the
stomach troubles positively cured by plant repulsive in appearance, but to in"Which is better, money or brains?"
Hollister's
Mountain
Tea.
Rocky
using
terfere with its proper breathing through
"Money," answered Mr. Dustin Stax.
35 cents. Tea or Tablets. P. A. Shnrt- its
lungs, the leaves.
"Money can found a college, but it is
leff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.
mighty bard for brains to endow anyMrs. Blinks—That horrid Mrs. Winks
says I'm a fool.
Mr. Blinks—I am sure she would not
make such an ill-natured remark.
Well, she didn't say that in so many
words, but that is what she meant. She
says I believe everything you tell me."

A Crickeî

A New Position—"Is your son going within
to play football this year?"
"No; he'll be the left end on the Glee
Club."

■

SOLO BY PROOF ESSIVE DEALERS.

CASTORIA For Infants and CMdnn.

on

looked at Adam he said to himself,
'Well, I think I can do better If 1 try
igain.' and he made Eve. Boys are a
trouble.
They wear out uverytbing

large, new buildings and new
UFF AND MAIL TO US.
equipment throughout, revised courses
force, it
YOUR CATALOGUI of study and increased teaching
world for

of the range.

feminine names.

A little girl wrote the following essay on boys, says an exchange: "Boys
are men that have not got as big as
their papas, and girls are women that
will be ladles by and by. When God

With

have more
combined.

two

CONJECTURES
COMPOSITE

rford

A

plant and have

£VtNlWÇ

...

ter

No. 207.-Odd DlTlalona.
1. Separate docile and kind and have
expanse and clever.
2. Separate a fragrant and aromatic

No. 253.—Riddle: Needles, needless.
No. 251.—Hourglass Puzzle:

has the best facilities in the
GIVING PULL INFORMATION
young men and women.
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
To
training for business. More than 30 applications a month are received for Bliss
Street
graduates. Full information together
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
request. A call at the school will
upon
town
or
City
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TEKM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

OF

AUTOMOBILE.

Îour

Give me of your bark. Ο blroh tree.
Growing by the rushing river.
Tall and stately In the valley!

s7^

AID TO THE 0WNEB

fennine

Stranue.

DISTRICT COURT.

STATES

FIB8T

AD Animal story Por
Utile Folks

One of the first things required of the
Health Rules.
automoblllst ia that he mustn't
And the secnow anything about it.
Don't do things in a half-hearted way.
No. 2β1.—Addition·.
ia worth doing at all, it la ond is like unto the first, which is that a
1. Add precise to has eaten and get If a thing
man should disregard his neighbors as
worth doing well.
an English ecclesiastic; to a famous
Don't be discouraged, but try, try, try much as be loves himself. These things
flower and get another flower.
being understood in the beginning, your
again.
2. Add a covering for the head to
Don't neglect your personal appear- standing among the fraternity is assured.
to
Cleanliness ia next
godllneaa. Here are, in addition, a few minor factors
ance.
magnitude and get upset.
Don't be ashamed to confess when you that need attention: When you start out,
No. 263.—Illustrated Numerical Hal«- are in the wrong and to aak for pardon. be sure that your mixture is correct:
mm.
Don't neglect to develop all the forcée Put about five gallons of 76 gasoline into.
for good which are within you.
tank, ana add to this a couple of
Don't be ungrateful.
ighballe for yourself. You will be surDon't be aabamed if you are poor. prised how much better the machine will
run.
Upon the extreme care and minutePoverty is no disgrace.
Don't be ashamed of working. Work ness with which you examine your auto
is honorable. William Morris t>.»id: "He before starting out will depend the
almost absolute certainty of breaking
who works not, neither shall he eat!"
Don't be afraid. There is nothing to down. Don't miss anything, therefore,
from the steering apparatus to the spark
be afraid of except doing wrong.
Don't be aelfish. Don't live for your- plug. One of the greatest things about
self alone.
automobiling is the way it trains the
Don't loll. If you must lean, lean senses. By practice you will get so that
straight back and drop your shoulders. you can pass through the most beautiful
Don't let anything impede your deep, scenery without being aware of it, thus
acquiring that superb concentration
regular breathing.
Don't wear anything which will pre- necessary. And you will soon be able to
inoh
over
detect any unusual smell and locate it at
vent the air circulating
every
of your body. Every pore should be once.
to proBe sure and buy the moet complete
open and in good working order
before
mote healthiness and cleanliness.
set of tools known, and then,
Don't wear tight collars, belts or gar- starting out, take from them the one
tool you will most certainly need, and
ters. And don't lace tight.
Don't express opinions unless you leave it carefully behind you. After a
know what you are talking about.
while this will become second nature, so
Don't get into a rut or groove. Keep that you won't even bave to think about
it. Remember, that to keep your auto
moving forward and upward.
Don't read trashy novels.
Try and in the best condition, you must lubricate
educate your mind by systematic study. it constantly. To do this successfully,
Don't lose your temper because the use, say, one-half as much cylinder oil
In this numerical enigma the words
weather don't suit.
on the machinery as you use on yourself.
are
pictured instead of described.
Don't overdress. Be moderate in all By and by you can tell by the way you
When the eleven objects havè been things.
feel whether everything is in good runDon't ever neglect an opportunity for ning shape or not. Do not be disrightly guessed and the thirty-six letters set down in proper order, they will advancement in your business.
couraged if your carburetter gives out,
methods your batteries lay down on you, your
Don't employ underhand
form the flrst line of a famous verse.
either in private or public life.
connecting rod refuses to connect, or
—8t. Nicholas.
you are confronted by a missing link in
Household Notes.
your chain. You are, of course, able to
No. MS·—Doable Decapitation*.
A library of books may be saved from support yourself in luxury and discom1. Behead to turn nnd have part of
a few drops of fort, or you wouldn't have a motor car,
the body; again behead and have a moulding by sprinkling
oil of lavender about it.
anyway; so remember, that many a man
snake-like fish.
The odor of perspiration can be pre- who has more money than you has had
2. Behead α gap and have stretch; vented with a few drops of ammonia in the same things happen to him. Always
again behead and have every.
carry with you the St. James version of
the bathing water.
A very good substitute for cream in the Bible. For your purpose it is far
The
No. 264—Riddle.
coffee is the yolk of an egg well beaten. better than the revised version.
Here Is an Implement or tool
expressions are more terse. And finally,
One egg wili season three cups.
Made In more ways than one;
Plaster casts and ornaments can be when you have anything happen to you,
Here Is a row of seeds in the ground
with cold starch and brushing keep it secret from the presence of your
cleansed
Where the gardener's work was done.
enemies. But when you lie, lie openly—
the powder off when dry.
of
teaching—
And note this method
To take out iodine stains dip the arti- just as if you believed it yourself.
We may call It discipline.
milk and rub the spots with starch
And here Is a small black faced baboon; cle in
An Eskimo Girl's Ball Dress.
us with soap; rinse in clear water.
We'll have to count him in.
Wash ironware outside as well as inWhen an Eskimo young lady goes to a
side in hot soapy water, then rinse in ball she is a gorgeous sight to gaze upon.
No. 265.—Double Acroatlc.
hot water and wipe dry with a A traveler reports just bow a belle was
Primais, a month; finals, a name giv- clear
crash towel.
dressed on such an occasion.
en to the American quail.
If silk is washed every week in warm
Her dress was made of the intestines
Crosswords ; 1. A certificate of stocks. suds
containing a tabiespoonful of am- of a seal, split and eewed together. This
to
reduce
To
3.
of
kind
A
2.
puzzle.
monia the polish can be preserved for a makes a transparent garment and the
[Hjwder. 4. A violent stream. 5. A sub- long time.
girl trimmed it with elaborate embroidA
6.
ail
space.
tle fluid supposed to fill
Blue stains, when caused by house- ery of colored worsteds and fringed with
with
alcobe
removed
Her trousers were
a string of beads.
kind of paste used for food. 7. A spe- hold bluing, may
Wood alcohol, which ia inexpen- white and made of Siberian reindeer
cies of hawk. 8. Termination. 9. To hol.
skin embroidered with strips of wolf
sive, will answer for this purpose.
draw back.
When baking scones or cakes, if the ekin. Her hair was braided on each eide
soda is dissolved in a little boiling milk with strips of wolf skin and strings of
No. 2ββ.—Anafframa.
of disagreeable beads. Heavy necklaces and pendants
All of the etars may be replaced by it will prevent any chance
so often found in scones, etc.
of beads and teeth of animals hung
the same five letters, differently ar- lumps
By putting baby's bathtub on a box, around her neck and over her shoulders.
ranged.
instead of on the floor, you can give the
Snow-white gloves made of fawn skin
A little boy wrote the following com- little one a bath in
greater comfort to were on her hands. These fitted perfectposition on his ·····;
yourself, sit down to it and have it the ly and were ornamented with strips of
WATERFOWL·.
skin from some animal, perhaps the
right height.
Certain waterfowl are called ··*··. They
Soft old linen is almost invaluable for seal. To complete this elaborate outfit
feel bud If you ***·· their eggs, but some the final
is
of
It
furniture.
this Eskimo belle carried long eagle
polishing
folks are not In the ***** considerate, and
also good for polishing silver, brass and feathers, one in each hand, which she
*****
about the
many boys think tho
to
as
so
worn
and
if
not
*****
other
as she danced.
waved
metals,
and
wrong In robbing nests are very
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equals Lowney's

adulterants.
It consists of nothing but
choicest cocoa beans
the
ground to flour fineness.
The result is the most delicious, purest and finest fla-

Mats, Mirrors

Nichols St..

strength.

but
colored chemically
inferior in real strength.
Lowney's Cocoa is not
loaded with ground cocoashells, Hour, starch, or other
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Examined free.

Eyes

Oomapondenoe on topic· of Interest totbeUrtlea
laaofiotted. Addreu: Editor Hokxkakmu'
CoLumi, Oxford Democrat, Purl·, Main».

foolish.

Norway,

Hints to Beginners.
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